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Abstract

In today's world, communication between computer systems, business-to-business communication,
is becoming ever more important; just think of the travel agency where you would like to book a
ifight, hotel and car rental at the same time. One way to facilitate this interbusiness communication
is by use of Web services, systems that make applications available via a network, such as the
Internet.

The business environment is also a dynamic one. What customers want today, may no longer
be easy to achieve tomorrow, or it may no longer be what they expect. Therefore flexibility is
also a desirable trait of computer systems today. This flexibility can be provided or addressed by
incorporating variability into a system.

This thesis discusses how variability can be incorporated into (Web-)service-based systems. It
introduces a language, VxBPEL, an adaption of an existing language, able to capture variability
in these systems and discusses a proof-of-concept implementation of an application platform able
to interpret this language and handle the variability it contains.
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1. Background

In today's world, information is exchanged between companies' computer systems on a daily basis.
Consider the travel agency where you would like to book a flight, hotel and car rental at the same
time; the online store where you can see the current stock for the item you want to buy; the
supermarket that automatically places an order at the distributor when stocks run low. The
problem with information exchange, however, is that all the computer systems are different, and
that there is not one way to access all these systems uniformly.

This problem is addressed by Web services. Web services offer a uniform way to access information
between systems, even when these systems run on different platforms (such as Unix, Linux, Win-
dows and MacOS), by using standardized Web technologies. Communication takes place via the
HTTP protocol, the same protocol which is used to access web sites via a web browser, because
HTTP is so simple and so widely used. This can greatly simplify the communication with other
computer systems, as a system need only be able to access the Web service provided by other
systems in order to exchange or request information with them, instead of having to support each
system's way of communication separately.

With the introduction of Web services, information exchange systems that are entirely or largely
based on Web services emerged. Such systems are known as Service-Oriented Systems or Service-
Centric Systems.

Also, in order for businesses to remain competitive, it is advantageous to be able to accommodate
changing needs of customers quicidy. One way of achieving this is by designing a system to have
parts that are variable, which means they are flexible or can be changed. A system supporting
these variable parts is said to have variability.

Both having support for easy information exchange and for variability are advantageous to a
business. Therefore, this thesis addresses both these concepts and combines them to allow for a
system that has support for both. The solution described is VxBPEL, an extension of BPEL, a
widely used language to describe service-centric systems, that allows one to design a system to
have variability. To show that VxBPEL indeed works, an adaptation of a platform for BPEL that
supports the variability described by VxBPEL is also discussed and tested.

1.1. Running example

This section describes an example that will be used throughout this thesis. As it will form the
basis for many examples and test cases, it will be discussed in-depth here. This example is taken
directly from the WS-BPEL 2.0 specification (111], section 14.3).

This example considers a simple loan approval Web Service that provides a port where customers
can send their requests for loans. Customers of the service send their loan requests, including
personal information and the amount being requested. Using this information, the loan service
runs a simple process that results in either a "loan approved" message or a "loan rejected" message.
The approval decision can be reached in two different ways, depending on the amount requested
and the risk associated with the requester. For low amounts (less than $10,000) and low-risk
individuals, approval is automatic. For high amounts or medium and high-risk individuals, each
credit request needs to be studied in greater detail. Thus, to process each request, the loan service
uses the functionality provided by two other services. In the streamlined processing available
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1. Background

for low amount loans, a "risk assessment" service is used to obtain a quick evaluation of the
risk associated with the requesting individual. A full-fledged "loan approval" service (possibly
requiring direct involvement of a loan expert) is used to obtain in-depth assessments of requests
when the streamlined approval process does not apply.

A UML-like flow diagram depicting the original process is shown in figure 1.1. In this diagram, and
all the other similar diagrams used throughout this thesis, a rounded rectangle represents a part
of the process, called activity. The type of activity is surrounded by << >> (like <<receive>>)
and the name is given directly below its type. The bottom half of the rounded rectangle contains
extra information for this activity where needed (e.g., the receivel activity is annotated with
approve (request), meaning the approve operation of the process is invoked). The straight-angled
rectangles containing activities denote that an activity occurs in collaboration with another party
(partner), indicated by the name in the top-left corner, If an activity contains other activities,
this is denoted by a rounded rectangle directly attached to an activity. Diamonds depict choices
or points where two control flow paths join.

1.2. Structure of this thesis

The structure of this thesis is as follows. Chapter 2 gives a more thorough introduction to the
concepts of variability and Web services, providing the reader a basis to understand the remainder
of this thesis. Chapter 3 explains what variability modeling can mean for Web service based
systems and in what ways variability can be used. It will also present the central question this
thesis answers. Chapter 4 discusses a solution to combining variability and Web services: VXBPEL.
In chapter 5, an implementation of VXBPEL into an existing server application (ActiveBPEL) is
presented, as well as an extension to the variability modeling framework COVAMOF, allowing for
a graphical representation of variability modeled by VxBPEL. In chapter 6, several test cases are
presented that validate the solution presented in chapter 4. The final chapter, chapter 7 contains
conclusions based on the results of these test cases.
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1.2. Structure of this this

The appendix contains a short glossary of terms, acronyms and abbreviations (appendix A) used
in this thesis that are not explained when they are used. This can be referred to in case a term,
acronym or abbreviation is unclear.
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2. Introduction

This chapter introduces the subjects of variability and Web services. In order to do so, it discusses
the concepts of variability, Web services and Web service composition, and terminology needed to
understand the remainder of this thesis.

2.1. Variability

Traditionally, software has been written one project at a time. For each customer and each sys-
tem, there would be a requirements, design, and implementation phase. Sometimes a product was
started from scratch, other times source code originally written for a different product would be
reused. This type of reuse was however never explicitly designed. It is now becoming increas-
ingly common to design a system to consist of smaller parts, called components. Each of these
components contains specific functionality. These components also supply a predefined way to
access this functionality called an interface. By dividing systems into components and using these
components for multiple systems, reuse has essentially become explicit[2, 9]. Using these interfaces
and the fact that interfaces do not change, different components can be combined to interact with
each other and together form one system. This is called a composition of components.

However, most systems will need to be adapted in their life cycle. This can be due to customers
having new wishes for the system (i.e., changing requirements), because of compatibility, because
of new developments, etc. In short, it is desirable changes can be made to the systems. Building
your system out of components also simplifies this. Because the functionality of a component is
defined by its interface, it is possible to freely change the internals of such a component, altering its
behaviour, as long as the functionality it provides conforms to the interface specification. it is also
possible to change the outward behaviour, by changing the interface (and thus the functionality
provided). Also, by combining different components, one can create a different system altogether.
When the information about the ability to change a system is explicit, it is called "variability" (11.

The next subsections will discuss several concepts used in variability research. A number of these
concepts are specific to, or described as defined in COVAMOFI16]. COVAMOF (ConIPF Vari-
ability Modeling Framework) is a variability modeling approach that is able to model variability
on several levels of abstraction and has explicit modeling for many of the concepts described in
the next subsections. It models variability generically, allows to manage complexity of variability
and enables automation in the variability process.

2.1.1. Internal and external variability

There are two types of variability, which we will refer to as "internal" and "external" variabil-
ity. Internal variability is variability within a component that doesn't change its conformance to
its interface (unless, of course, the interface is changed as well). This could encompass employ-
ing a different algorithm internally. External variability is the variability within a composition.
Examples would be swapping a component for a different one, or adding more components.

As an illustration, consider the following example. A system needs to access information from
a data source, say, an ordering system that requires access to ordering history. A component
could offer functionality such as searching for an order by several fields (like date and customer).
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2. Introduction

The system does not need to know how this information is stored. It could be represented by
a database, or it could also be represented by a set of files in the file system. The functionality
(searching in and accessing orders) stays the same, but the behaviour (accessing ifies or a database)
differs.

If there are two components implementing this interface, one accessing ifies, one accessing a
database, we can build two systems by choosing one of these two components for each system.
They offer the same functionality, the system has the same composition, but its behaviour is still
different. This is internal variability.

An example of external variability: suppose a system is built of a set of components which supply
interfaces and require others. If we now replace one of these components with a different one
that has more features, but also has more required interfaces (requiring additional components
to be added), we can vary the features this system supports without altering the components
themselves.

2.1.2. Variation points and variants

A part of a system that can be varied is called a "variation point". The options for a variation
point are called "variants" (or "alternatives"). When a variant is chosen for each variation point,
the collection of these choices is referred to as a "configuration" (4].

Suppose in the example system above the component which accesses data from a set of files on
the ifie system is chosen. There might be other components that try to access data from either a
file system or a database. It would make sense for all these components to use the same type of
data source, even though they can be completely unrelated otherwise, to maintain consistency in
the system. Also, it is possible that two choices together are incompatible, because they conflict
by themselves, or because they both influence the same property of a system in different ways
(such as performance). Such a relationship between components (or variation points) is called a
"dependency relation" [16] and is described in the next section.

2.1.3. Dependencies

In order to be able to model how variation points influence dependencies, it is important that
knowledge about these dependencies is available. Without any knowledge, it is impossible to
decide which variants to use for which variation points and define constraints for these variants.

The COVAMOF framework includes the modeling of knowledge about dependencies and variation
points. it is modeled as follows(17].

In the COVAMOF model, dependencies are relations between variation points and specify a prop-
erty which these variation points influence. This property could tell whether, in a certain set of
variants, each variant in this set is compatible with each other variant in the set, or specify the
value of a system property (also known as quality attribute) such as performance. It might not
always be directly known how a dependency influences this property. This is related to the type
and availability of knowledge about this property.

There are different types of knowledge. The first type is fonnolized knowledge. This is explicit,
well-known knowledge that is written down in a formal language and can be used and interpreted
by computer applications. A different type of knowledge is tacit knowledge. This is knowledge
that exists in the minds of engineers involved with the system, but is not written down. The
final type of knowledge is documented knowledge. This is knowledge that is expressed in informal
models and descriptions.

Suppose there is a system which has a variation point with variants A and B, and a dependency
"required memory". In this system, an example of formalized knowledge would be: "selecting
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2.1. Variability

variant A will always add 24 MB to required memory and selecting variant B will always add 12 MB
to required memory" (of course written down in a formal language). In this case it is well known
how a certain variant (i.e., A or B) influences a specified dependency (i.e., required memory). Tacit
knowledge is implicit knowledge that is used to, for example, steer a complicated performance issue
with many trade-offs into a certain direction. Only experts, which have solved many of these trade-
off issues, can make an educated guess of how to do this; someone who has never seen the issue
before will most likely need a trial-and-error approach to find the configuration that best suits the
performance expected. Documented knowledge can be exemplified by documentation that only
specifies performance and memory usage for several common, complete configurations. This gives
no explicit information about other configurations.

When knowledge is modeled as in the COVAMOF model, choices can be made supported by this
knowledge, or in the case of formalized knowledge, even automatically. An advantage of making
as much information as possible explicit by documenting or formalizing it is that one is no longer
as dependent on system experts as when there is little or no knowledge made explicit.

2.1.4. Realization relations

Systems can contain variation points at several levels of abstraction. An example would is a
reservation system. In this system a service is invoked to make a reservation. It can be specified
that this service is a variation point and has two variants. This is a high level view. However,
when one looks at the actual implementation of the system, which is a lower level view, it could
be that several variation points are introduced which all have several variants to allow for the
option at the higher level. It could be that the two variants are incompatible with each other,
because the two services require different messages, and therefore require extensive changes in the
implementation to switch from one variant to another.

Figure 2.1 depicts this example. It uses COVAMOF's notation for variation points and realizations:
a variation point is denoted by a circle, its associated variants as triangles attached to this circle,
and the dotted line separates the VPs on the lower level from the VP on the higher level.

In choosing the variant for the reservation service on a higher level, the variation points on a lower
level (i.e., all the parts that interact with the message that is sent to the service) need to have a
certain configuration to realize the higher-level variation point. Such a relation between variation
points is called a "realization relation" [16]. A realization relation, when formalized, can however
improve the manageability of the variability a system has, because the exact details of which
variation points allow which other variation points to exist can then be determined automatically.
In other words, one need only be concerned with the variation points at the highest level of
abstraction when realization relations are known and formalized.

2.1.5. Binding time

There are several stages in the life cycle of a software system where a configuration may be
selected, after which it is no longer possible to change the configuration selection. This selection is
called "binding", and the stage in the life cycle at which binding occurs is called "binding time".
Binding can occur at several stages, e.g. the compilation stage, the installation/deployment stage
or at run-time. When binding occurs in a certain phase of the life cycle, the system configuration
is fixed as of that phase. Run-time binding is different. When a choice is made at run-time,
and binding occurs, it is possible to allow this binding to be redone; in other words, it allows
rebinding at run-time. Being able to rebind variation points at run-time means that a system
can reconfigure at run-time without shutting down. This is especially interesting for systems in a
dynamic environment such as those based on Web services, as this means they can quickly adapt
to respond to changes.
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Figure 2.1.: The choice at the architecture level prescribes choices on the implementation level

2.2. Web services

Over the last years, many information systems have started to use the Web to exchange information
across the Internet or corporate intranets. These information systems are now developed (or
adapted) to have a Web-interface or be a Web-based system to accommodate this trend.

A Web service, according to the W3C, is "a software system designed to support interopera-
ble machine-to-machine interaction over a network. It has an interface described in a machine-
processable format (specifically WSDL). Other systems interact with the Web service in a manner
prescribed by its description using SOAP messages, typically conveyed using HTI'P with an XML
serialization in conjunction with other Web-related standards." [23) In other words, it is a software
system that allows machines to collaborate over a network, be that the Internet or an intranet,
using standard formats and protocols (e.g., SOAP, HTTP, XML). The use of these standards
ensures that two machines that understand the standards can interact, no matter how they are
implemented (hence the term "interoperable"). The interface of such a software system is described
by WSDL, another Web standard.

A Web service is only a characterisation of a resource that specifies functionality that is provided;
as such they are actually very similar to interface definitions. There is also the notion of an
"agent": a concrete implementation of this abstract definition.

Web services can be seen as special software components that are located, bound and executed
at run-time using the aforementioned standard internet protocols (UDDI, WSDL and SOAP)[6].
By combining several services, one can form a loosely-coupled architecture that allows for great
flexibility at run-time. Because services have explicit interfaces, it is relatively easy to integrate
third-party services into such an architecture. Also, explicit interfaces allow services to be substi-
tuted at runtime[19, 15).

An overview of the Web service architecture is shown in figure 2.2. Basically, services register with
the UDDI repository and list information about themselves. When a company's system wishes to
use a service, it contacts the repository with a service search via a network (e.g., the Internet).
The repository returns a set of results, the system chooses one of the services to use, and contacts
it through the same network.
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4.

Figure 2.2.: The Web service architecture

2.2. Web services

2.2.1. Web service orchestration and Service-Oriented Architectures

Just like software components are combined to form one system, a composition of Web services
in a process flow can be used to define what is called a Web-based system. Two terms are used
in relation to this: orchestration and choreography(14J. Orchestration describes how Web services
can interact with each other at the message level, including the business logic and execution order
of the interactions. These interactions may span applications and/or organizations, and result
in a long-lived, transactional, multi-step process model. Choreography tracks the sequence of
messages that may involve multiple parties and multiple sources, including customers, suppliers,
and partners. Choreography is typically associated with the public message exchanges that occur
between multiple Web services, rather than a specific business process that is executed by a single
par
Although the line is thinning due to recent enhancements and standards convergence, there is an
important distinction between orchestration and choreography. Orchestration refers to an exe-
cutable business process, possibly with interactions with both internal and external Web services.
This process is always controlled from the perspective of one of the business parties. Choreography
is collaborative in nature, in which each party involved in a process describes the part they play
in the interaction. In other words, there is no clear control flow defined in a choreography, but a
party merely defines what message exchanges with that party will occur in the interaction.

A service-oriented architecture (SOA) is an architecture that uses services in general (not specif-
ically Web services) to support the requirements of the users of the software. All the service
components in a SOA are highly reusable, and as such allow faster adaptation to changing re-
quirements.

2.2.2. An orchestration language: WS-BPEL

An example of a language standard for orchestration is WS-BPEL 2.0 (Web Services Business
Process Execution Language)'. It is a continuation of the business process language BPEL4WS
(Business Process Execution Language for Web Services) originally introduced by IBM, Microsoft
and BEA. It provides a notation and semantics for specifying business process behaviour based on
Web services. A process is defined in terms of its interactions with partners. A partner may provide
services to a process, require services from a process, or interact two-way with a process. BPEL

'This standard is commonly referred to as BPEL and as such, WS-BPEL, BPEL4WS and BPEL will be used
interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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2. Introduction

orchestrates Web services by specifying the order in which it is meaningful to call a collection of
services, and assigns responsibilities for each of the services to partners. It can be used to specify
both the public interfaces for the partners and the description of the executable process.
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3. Variability and Web Services

3.1. Why variability?

Most non-service based software systems are static. As such, run-time configuration of these
systems is limited or not possible at all. This means that if such a system supports variability,
it is configured once, in a certain phase of its life cycle, after which it is fixed. If a system is to
change at run-time, this means it will have to be shut down to be reconfigured. This is different
for dynamic systems such as (Web) service based systems.

Service based systems are loosely coupled because service definitions in WSDL are merely abstract
definitions. These service definitions can therefore be compared to interfaces of components.
Binding of these definitions to concrete services can be done at run-time. This means that service
based systems of themselves already offer extreme flexibility. However, there is as of yet no notion
of explicit variability modeling in system definitions, even though, given the dynamic environment
in which service based systems usually operate, being variable and having variability explicitly
modeled presents a great advantage. For example, most Web service providers are bound by a
SLA (Service Level Agreement, a sort of "contract" between two parties) to provide a certain
level of Quality of Service (QoS). Deviating from this QoS requirement could result in penalties
or loss of customers. The fluctuation and/or loss of QoS is very much an issue in the dynamic
environment in which Web services are found. Examples of matters that could result in a loss of
QoS are network irregularities (services may become unreachable due to fluctuations in available
bandwidth and throughput rates) and third party services that may be unreliable and as such can
fail unexpectedly[15].

Modeling variability explicitly means that loss of QoS due to a failing third party service could
be countered by having several back-up services explicitly defined in the process definition as
a variation point, and altering the configuration of this variation point (possibly automatically)
when it turns out the currently configured service fails. This is an advantage because it means it is
possible to conform to an SLA where normally you would have failed to comply to your obligations
in the SLA.

Another advantage is that it is possible to vary QoS for each request. A customer could specify
what level of QoS would be required for the request, and before this request is proceed, the
configuration of the system is decided for this one request. The advantage here is that there is a
single definition of this system possibly allowing numerous levels of QoS by merely altering a few
variability parameters of the system.

3.2. Requirements for variability

In order to allow the flexibility and loose-coupledness service based systems offer, to address, for
example, QoS concerns, it should be possible to support several types of variability. These are[18):

• Replacing a service by a different one with the same interface, if a service performs inade-
quately or is unreachable for whatever reason, another service can be transparently used.

17
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• Replacing a service by one with a different interface. This is essentially the same as the
previous type, but with the note that the interface can be different and therefore will not
be entirely transparent. This can include changing the protocol used to access the service
(e.g., REST instead of RPC).

• Changing the parameters with which a service is invoked, If a service provides a QoS man-
agement interface, one could change the QoS parameters of the invoked service dependent
on the QoS contract with the customer.

• Changing the composition of the system. If normally several services are invoked in parallel
to cross-verify results, and one or a few of these services are performing inadequately, it
would be possible to not invoke the inadequately performing services. This would ofcourse
depend on the QoS-contract with the customer, and especially the agreements on speed of
service and accuracy of results.

So, in order to model variability in Web services, it will be necessary that the above types of
variability can be captured in variation points of a service composition. However, only being able
to model these variability types is not enough. It is possible, or even likely, there will be realization
relations between variation points. For example, say the loan approval process should be able to
support encryption. This is a high level choice that may have many consequences throughout the
process definition, but this is not that interesting when configuring; only the high-level choice for
encryption matters. Therefore, it must be possible to model these relations.

An illustration

As an illustration of the variation point types mentioned above, consider the order booking process
(taken from 113]) shown in figure 3.1. This is not an actual process notation, but it is used as
an example to show where variability in such a process could be modeled. In this process, orders
are received by the process, after which a credit check is performed by contacting a credit check
service. After that, the price for the order is requested from two different suppliers' services in
parallel (placed next to each other in the diagram, with the flow splitting before and after) and the
lowest price is determined. The supplier with the lowest price is selected, and the order fulfillment
is then underway. Several other services are contacted and in the end the customer receives a
reply.

The external services, such as the credit check service in the example, are only abstractly defined.
it is therefore possible for them to have different implementations: they could be implemented by
a specific service or by a composition of services. Figure 3.2 highlights one of the services in the
order booking process. Each of these service interfaces defined in the process is a possible variation
point in this way. This corresponds to the first type (service instance) in the enumeration above.

Another possible variation point in such a process is the interface of a certain service. it is possible
there are several accepted "standards" for an interface to (or for the protocol used to access) a
certain type of service, and it is therefore conceivable that they should all be supported. However,
different interfaces usually have different parameter sets, so that would mean a part of the process
logic (in particular the preparing of a message to that service) is influenced by the interface it is
sent to (illustrated in figure 3.3). This corresponds directly to the second (service interface) and
third (service parametrization) type in the enumeration above, although the second type overlaps
with both this example and the previous.

It is also possible to view the composition of subservices as a variation point. For instance, in
the process two price quote services are invoked in parallel after which their results are compared.
This is not the only way the services could have been composed. Another possible composition
would have been, for instance, a sequential invocation, because one of the suppliers is a preferred
supplier, but it might not have all the items ordered by a customer in stock. This means that
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3.3. Run-time variability issues

in a process definition, it should be possible to designate a part wherein the activities performed
are variable. Such a part of the service process is called a "service fragment". This is an example
of the fourth type (system composition) of variation point. Figure 3.4 highlights the part of the
process discussed.
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Figure 3.1.: (Non-standard) flow notation for an order booking process.

3.3. Run-time variability issues

As shown above, run-time variability offers a number of advantages. However, it is unfortunately
not as simple to allow run-time variability as one may have liked. The most immediate issue is
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3. Variability and Web Services

Figure 3.2.: A service is an abstract definition and can therefore have different implementations.

Iite,face definition

Figure 3.3.: The interface definition and the part of the process it influences when it is changed.

Ala. bilneaced y i.te,f.cel

changing a running transaction or process in a (Web) service system. Once a process starts, it is
possible that this process will not complete for several days, weeks, or even months, depending on
the type and definition of the process. Altering the configuration of the system can, depending on
what is altered, affect the executing process. if an invoked service in a system is interchanged with
a different one with the same signature, this will not matter much, unless a process instance has
just invoked the previously used service and is awaiting a reply. In other cases, such as altering
the control flow in the system, it is likely that the running process cannot simply use the new
system definition because of incompatibilities. Therefore, for the purposes of this thesis, run-
time variability will be defined as variability between process invocations, while not affecting the
structure of a running process. This ensures each invocation remains internally consistent.

Figure 3.4.: A possible point in the process where a composition variation point can be locaZed.
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3.4. Research question

As shown above, there are several advantages to supporting run-time variability in service based
systems. In order to take advantage of this explicit modeling, one will also need this variability
to be manageable, at run-time and preferably externally. In order to provide a solution to this
problem, the central question this thesis aims to answer, is "How can nm-time variability and
variability management be allowed, modeled and supported in a service-centric system, so it can
quickly react or be adapted to changes in its dynamic environment?" This is however a rather
broad question. Therefore, the following, more specific, questions will be answered in order to give
an answer to the central question:

r> Is it possible to make a service—centric system variable at run-time? How can processes be
kept consistent internally?

r> How can (run-time) variability be supported in a service centric system?

i> How can the variability types as described in section 3.2 be captured in this modeling?

How can abstraction (i.e., realization relation information) be supported?

How can the variability information be modeled graphically in order to give a clear view on
the variability in the system?

. Using modeling of variability information, how can a service-centric system's variability be
made manageable externally and at run-time?

Throughout this thesis, an answer to each of these research questions is provided.
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In order to be able to capture variability information in a service-centric system (as stated in
section 3.4), one must adapt the way such a system is described. Service-centric systems are usually
process-driven, and these processes are defined by a process description language. So, in order
to capture variation point and dependency information in a service-centric system, the process
description language used for such a system must to be adapted to allow variability information
to be defined.

It is hard to do this for a process description language in general and therefore a solution is
presented for WS-BPEL 2.0, one of the major standards for (executable) process description and
definition languages, to show that it is possible for at least one.

4.1. Introduction to BPEL

BPEL was already mentioned in section 2.2.2. This subsection aims to give a more in-depth
introduction to the language. The language is an XML-based flow language. It supports structured
programming constructs such as if-statements, while-statements, sequence-statements (to execute
statements in sequence) and flow-statements (to execute statements in parallel). Since it is focused
on service-based business processes, it has support for sending messages natively, using WSDL to
describe the messages and the services they are sent to.

The version of BPEL that is mostly used now is BPEL4WS 1.1 [3), which was submitted by (among
others) IBM, Microsoft and BEA to the OASIS to be standardized. However, a new standard,
WS-BPEL 2.0, is currently in development, which is incompatible with BPEL4WS in several ways.
The name change signifies the incompatibility. The incompatibilities include new statements as
well as removed statements, and child elements replacing attributes for certain constructs. For an
in-depth specification of WS-BPEL 2.0, see [11.

To illustrate what WS-BPEL looks like, figure 4.1 contains a simplified example process def-
inition in WS-BPEL 2.0 for the process described in section 1.1. The process receives a re-
quest from a customer (<receive>) and determines whether the amount is smaller than 10,000
(<transitionCondition>). if so, an assessor service is queried (<invoke>) to determine the per-
son's risk level, If this risk level is low, the answer 'yes' is placed in a message (<copy>) and the
customer is notified (<reply>). if the loan amount is 10,000 or more (<transitionCondition)
or the customer's risk level is not 'low', an approval service is queried (<invoke>) and its answer
is returned to the customer (<reply>). The process definition uses a <flow>-staiement, which is
a container for activities which will be executed in parallel. It has links and (possible) transition
conditions for each link, making it similar to a state machine. However, this is not the only type
of activity container: there is also, for example, a sequential container (<sequence>).

The rest of this section will discuss the extension to the BPEL language defined to allow variability
to be modeled in business processes. The extension was named "VxBPEL" (Variability extended
BPEL). The remainder of this chapter assumes that the reader has a basic understanding of the
working of XML and XPath.
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<Foce naas—1o.nlpprovsiProc.ss>
<flow>

<rsc.iv. partn.rLi —'custo..r' operationr.qu.st
vsriabl.—r.qu..t' cr.at.Intanc.—'y.s' <I—— A r.qu.st is rsc.ivod -->

<sourc.s>
<source linkls.s.'r.c.iv.—to—ass..e'>

<trsnsitionConditiou> <I—— Two possible transitions: -->
$r.qu.st . snount Alt; 10000 <I —— A low snount..

</trsnsitionCondition>
</sOurce>
<source linkas.'r.csiv.—to—spprovsl'

(trsnsitionCoodition>
$r.qu.st.s.ount &gt.—10000 <I-- or & high snount.

</trsnsitionCondition>
</sourc.>

</sourc.s>
<Ir.c.iv.)

<invok. p.rtoerLink—sss.ssor opr&tioa—ch.ck
inputVariebl.—'r.qu..t' outputVsriabl.—risk'> <!-- if the ount ii low.
<terg.ts> <?—— d.t.rnin. th, risk.

<targ.t lincNas.—'r.ceiv.—to—sss.ss'/>
</targ.ts>
(sources>

<sourc. linlss—ass.ss—to—s.tII.sssg>
(treasitionCondition> <!—— Two possible transitions: ——'

Srisk.l.vsl.'low' <i—— Low risk..
(/trsnsitiooCondition>

</sourc.>

<sourc. 1inkNsn.sss.ss-to—spprovsl'>
<transitionCondition>

$risk.l.v.l—'low' <?— or not low risk.
<ItransitionCondition>

</sourcs)
<Isources>

<unyoke>

(assign>
<targets)

(target linkNan._a.asss_to_s.tMesssg.w/,
</targsts)
(.ourc.s>

<sourc. linkNsee—'sstllssssg.—to—r.ply'/>
<'sources>
(copy> <— If both ewount end risk —->

(fro.><sxprsesion>'yes'<Iezpv.ssion></fron> <I—- were low, auto.atic.lly —>
<to vsiiabl.—epprovsl psrt—accept'/> <t—— accept the loan request.

<'copy>
</sssign>

<invoke p.rtnerLink—approv.r' op.ration—spprove
inputVsrisbl.—'r.qu.st" outputVsrisbl..epproval'> <?-- If snount was high or risk -->

<tsrgetn> <t—— wasn't low, invoke another -->
<target linkJsse—r.c.ive—to—approval/> <!-- spprovsl service.
<targ.t liaklea.—eas.s.—to—spprovsl'/>

</targsts>
<sources>

<source ho ss.—'eppoval—to—rsply I>
</sourcss>

<unyoke>

<rsply psrtnerLink_custoesr* <!— The reply is either the -->
op.ratio..'r.qusst' <I—— auto.atic accept ('yes') —>
vsriable—epprov.r> <!— or the answer f row the —>

<targets> <I— .zt.rnal approver service.-->
<target hinkWens—'s.tlSsss.g.—to-reply"/>
<target hinkJesewspprovaltoreply./>

</tsrgets>
</rsply>

<If
</process>

Figure 4.1.: An example of a BPEL process definition
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4.2. An extension to BPEL: VxBPEL

In order for BPEL to model variability, for which it has no native support, additional XML
elements will have to be introduced as an extension to BPEL.

First of all, it will be necessary to choose how to extend BPEL to store the relevant variability
information in a BPEL file. There are several options for this:

• Adding the information to a separate file, using an XML query language (such as XPath) to
point to where the variation points should be inside the process definition.

• Adding the information in the BPEL file, but separately from the original BPEL elements,
again using an XML query language to point to where the variation points should be in the
process definition.

• Adding the information as extension elements inside the process definition itself, using a
different namespace. This is also the recommended way to extend an XML format like
BPEL.

• Adding the information inside the BPEL process as comments.

Conceptually, the first two options are the same. Adding information to either a different file or the
same ifie, using XPath to point to specific elements, has no real influence on how the information
is stored about the process definition. Therefore, these two options will be considered equal for
the rest of this chapter.

While adding the information as comments is possible, one (conceptual) problem with that is that
it would imply the information that is stored inside the comments is not relevant to the process
itself. This is, of course, untrue, since variability information is very relevant to the process. This
is the reason this option will not be considered further.

Two options now remain to model the variability information: separating the variability infor-
mation from the process, or adding this information into the process definition itself. Section 4.3
briefly discusses two processes used as illustration for the BPEL extensions.1 The next two sub-
sections will show how variability information would be added to the process definition for each of
the two modeling options there are left. Their (dis)advantages will be discussed in the subsection
following.

4.3. Examples used as illustration

This section uses the example described in section 1.1 as a basis for two processes. The first
(original) process uses the example without changes. The associated BPEL (BPEL4WS 1.1) code
can be found in appendix B.1. A simplified BPEL (WS-BPEL 2.0) source of this problem can be
seen in figure 4.1.

The second process is a variant of the original process. In this variant, the assessor is a little
different. It requires the same information as the original process, and in addition asks for an
extra part in the message; an example might be information procured from a local database that
is relevant to the customer's request. The example used in this chapter is kept rather more simple:
a notes field is added, with just the text "Request for approval". This is done to make sure the
example does not get too complicated and too hard to understand. An UML-like flow diagram of
the variant process is shown in figure 4.2.

tBecause of the lack of support for WS-BPEL 2.0 in ActiveBPEL, as will be discussed in section 5.1, the BPEL
code for these examples is written in BPEL4WS 1.1.
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4.4. Extending BPEL with variability information

4.4.1. Separate variability information

The first option to add variability information is to keep it separate from the process definition.
This can either be done by adding it as a separate part in the process definition ifie, or by putting
it in a separate file. We can add this information inline without affecting the original BPEL file
by using a different namespace (http: //vxbpel .rug. org, prefix vxbpel in the example). This
ensures that standard interpreters of the BPEL file will ignore the elements added as well as
everything contained in these elements (as defined in [11, 5.3).

When we wish to add the variability information discussed in the previous subsection as a separate
part of the ifie, it will be necessary to indicate which points in the XML are definition are considered
variation points. XPath provides the functionality needed to make this possible. The XPath
expression /process/flow/invoke(Cname—'invokeAssessor'] points to the <invoke> element
that has the name attribute set to invokeAssassor.

It would also be possible to point to the same node with the expression /process/f low/invoke (2]
(the second <invoke> element contained in the <flow> element), but this method has two disad-
vantages: firstly, the index will change when rearranging/reordering the nodes, invalidating the
expression as a pointer to the variation point. Secondly, implementations of XPath exist that start
counting at 0 as opposed to 1 as specified by the standard.

Pointing to nodes using the name attribute is a far more robust solution, especially because the
name attribute can be added to every node in a BPEL document.

Using XPath, we can now define a <vxbpel : VariationPoint> that points to a specific element
in the process definition as defined by its path-attribute. For each of these variation points, it
is desirable to be able to indicate which variants exist for them. This is done by a sequence of
<vxbpel:Variant> elements, enclosed by the container element <vxbpel:Variants>. Each of
these variants has a name as indicated by the name attribute, and associated BPEL code to be
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4.4. Extending BPEL with variability information

placed in the process definition, defined by the <vxbpe]. : Bpelcode> element. The definition of a
variation point is shown in the listing in figure 4.3.

<vxbpel : VariationPoint nane="VPI" path."/process/f low/Invoke (Ina.' invok.Ass.saor']">
<vxbp.l: Variants>

<vxbpel: Variant nan.="defsuit">
<vxbp.l : VPBpelCode>

<invoke inputVariable."request" nase—"invokeAss.ssor" op.ration="check"
ontputVariable"riskAssesssent" partn.rLink="asasssor"
portType—"asns: riskAssessaentPT">

<target linkNase."receive—to—assess"/>
<source linkNaee."azs.s.—to—setMessage"

tranaitionCondition"bpws:getVariableData('riakAss.ssa.nt'. 'risk').'lov'"/>
<source linkNans"assess—to—approval

transitionCondition-"bpus:getVariabl.Data('riekAssesssent', 'risk')='low'/>
<unyoke>

</vxbp.l : VPBpelCode>
</vxbpel : Variant>
<vxbpel : Variant nane—"alternativel">

<vxbpel VPBpelCode>
<sequence nape" sequence">

<target linkNase"receive—to—sequenc."/>
(source linkName."s.qu.nce—to—setNessage"

transitionCondition—"bpvs:g.tVariableData('riskissessiient', 'risk')—'low'"/>
<source linkName—"s.qu.nc.—to—approvai"

transitionCondition—"bpvs:gstVariabl.Data('riskAss.esasnt',
<assign naee—"copyl">

<copy>
<froe expression—"'R.qu.st for approval'"!>
<to part."notes" variable—"approvalRaquest"/>

<'copy>

</assign>
<invoke inputVsriable—"approvalRequest" naee"invokekzs.ssor"

op.ration."ch.ck" outputVariable."riskAssessa.nt"
partnerLink."assessor" portType"asns : riskAsaesia.ntPT">

<unyoke>
</sequence>

<!vxbp.l : VPBp.lCode>
<!vxbpel Variant>

</vxbpel : Variants>
</vxbpel : VariationPoint>

Figure 4.3.: Definition of a variation point, separate from the process definition.

After defining variation points and the variants between which can be chosen, the last informa-
tion needed to make the process configurable are the so-called "configurable variation points",
<vxbpel : ConfigurableVariationPoint>. These are variation points at a higher level. Each of
these configurable variation points also has variants, <vxbpel :Variant>, enclosed in the
<vxbpel :Variants> element, and for each of these variants an element
<vxbpel : RequiredConfiguration> exists, which indicate for each high level variant what lower-
level variants need to be selected through a number of <vxbpel : VPChoic.>s. In other words, these
high-level variation points cover realization relations. The only variation points that should be
actively selected are these, as then the lower-level variation points will automatically be set accord-
ingly. To help the user (or a process that automates process reconfiguration) select the correct vari-
ant, information is added about the variation points and the variants in the <vxbpel: Rationale>
and <vxbpel : Variantlnfo> elements. If this information is formalized, automatic configuration
is possible. An example definition of a configurable variation point is shown in the listing in figure
4.4.

For this separate approach, there should always be a default variant for each configurable varia-
tion point. This is necessary because in this notation, the BPEL process definition is in a default
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<vxbp.1 :Contigurebl.VariationPoints>
<vxbpel Configurabi.Variationpoint id."CVP1" d.faultVsriant."d.fault>

<vxbpei : Na.>Th. nan. goes her.. </vxbpel>
<vxbp.l Rational.>

C! —— Her. infornation should be put that explains th. goal of this VP
and what consequences configuring this VP ha..
This infornation could be forsal or infornal. Forsal infor.ation
would allow autonoous or auto.atic configuration. ——>

</vxbp.i Rationale>
<vxbpel : Variants>

<vxbp.i :Variant nana—"d.fsuit">
C!—- The nasa of the variant is now identical to the variant na.es of the

associated VP.. This is not assus.d to always be the case. —>
<vxbp.l : VariantInfo>

C!—— Inforaation is put hare that pertains only to this variant. -->
</vxbp.i: Variantlnfo>
<vxbpel : R.quir.dConfiguration>

<vxbpei : VPChoices>
<vxbp.l :VPchoic. vpnaae."VP1" variant—"d.f suit"!>

</vxbpel : VPChoices>
</vxbp.l : R.quir.dConligurat ion>

</vxbpei: Variant>
<vxbpe]. : Variant nas.—"alternativ.i">

<vxbp.l : Variantlnfo>No extra info. </vxbp.l : Variant Info>
<vxbpei R.quir.dConfiguration>

<vxbpei: VPChoices>
Cvxbpel : VPQoice vpnan.—VP1" variant—"alternativei "I>

</vxbpel : VPChoices>
</vxbp.i : R.quir.dConfiguration>

</vxbpei : Variant>
</vxbp.l : Variants>

</vxbpel : ConfigurableVsriationpoint>
</vxbpel :ConfigurableVariationPoints>

Figure 4.4.: Definition of a configurable (high-level) variation point, including the realization re-
lations.

configuration (i.e., the activities listed in the process definition) and this default configuration
is recorded in both the process definition and the variation point information (indicated by the
defaultVariant attribute for each configurable variation point). This is an unfortunate conse-
quence when one wants to ensure that the process definition is still executable when the variability
information is ignored, as it is then necessary to know which parts of the original process definition
to replace or remove when selecting a variant other than the default.

A possible work-around is to make the process definition contain only <empty> elements at the
places where a variation point is to be defined. This would however mean that the default exe-
cutable process is rather trivial.

The full separate approach example can be found in appendix B.2.

4.4.2. Inline variability information

To include information in the BPEL process inline, BPEL elements are enclosed by elements
from a different namespace (the vxbpel namespace in the example). In this way, it is possible
to see which parts of the process are variable by looking at the definition. Unfortunately, this
means the BPEL file can no longer be interpreted by a BPEL engine "as is", as the elements from
another namespace, including their children, are ignored by an interpreter. However, a simple
transformation using, for example, XSLT would solve this.

To indicate that a part of a BPEL process is a variation point, it is enclosed by a
<vxbpel:VariationPoint> element. Variants defined for this variation point are listed within
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such an element by a <vxbpel : Variant> element. The <vxbpel : VPBpe].Code> element contains
the BPEL elements associated with the enclosing variant. This is very similar to how variation
points are defined in the separate approach as shown in figure 4.3.

The configurable variation points are defined in the same way as the separate approach, i.e. after
the process definition; see figure 4.4.

The full inline approach example can be found in appendix 13.3.

4.4.3. Advantages and disadvantages of both approaches

Obviously, neither approach is perfect. Both have advantages and disadvantages this section will
discuss.

Separate approach

The first advantage of the separate approach is that the original process definition is not altered
in any way. It can be executed by any BPEL engine that ignores tags from a different namespace,
as defined in the BPEL4WS 1.1[3J and WS-BPEL 2.0[11] specification. Another advantage is that
all the information related to variability is together in one place, presenting a good overview in
theory. However, one can imagine that when a process has upwards of 20 variation points, these
being defined in XML will not make it easy to read. On top of that, when one wants an overview
of the variability, it is most likely a graphic modeling tool will be used to display the variability
graphically.

A disadvantage is that indicating a node by XPath can be error-prone, and there are sometimes
errors in implementations: there is one XPath implementation that starts indexing at 0, as opposed
to 1 as defined in the XPath specification. Rearranging elements in the process might require a
reevaluation of all the XPath expressions to make sure they are still correct. This problem can be
avoided, however, by making sure all the elements have names, and enforce this in tooling used to
define variable processes. Also, it is difficult for anyone looking at the process definition (more so
in complex examples) to determine which parts are currently considered variation points. Another
disadvantage is the need to duplicate code in case the process definition itself should be executable
by any BPEL engine - which also makes maintaining these processes more difficult than necessary.

Inline approach

A big advantage of the inline approach is that the variability information is located inside the
process definition, which makes defining a process as well as implementing a parser or reader for
this variability information easier. Also, by looking at the process definition, it is significantly
easier for a human to see the variability in the process. However, as mentioned in the discussion
about the separate approach, one wanting an overview of the variability will most likely use or
develop tooling for this.

A disadvantage is that extending BPEL like this makes new process definitions incompatible with
the BPEL format and it will no longer be possible for standard engines to read the definition.
However, this is also an advantage - if variability is explicitly modeled, it might not be desirable
at all to be able to execute it regardless. Also, it is possible to transform the process using an
XSLT to conform to the standard BPEL format once more, should one really need to execute the
process on a standard BPEL engine.
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4.4.4. Decision

In the previous sections, two ways of representing variability information in a BPEL file have been
presented: defining this information separately, or defining this inline in the process definition.
Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, as summed up in the previous subsec-
tion. It is still debatable, however, which of the approaches is actually the one to choose. Neither
approach has (dis)advantages significant enough to completely discard it, and so either is viable.

I have decided to use the inline approach for this thesis, because:

• It does not require code duplication, which is error-prone.

• It is easier to implement and to define processes manually, as there obviously does not exist
any tooling for defining processes with variability information.

• Most of all, it is less complicated when parsing, so less time-consuming.

4.5. Conformance to variability modeling requirements

Now that the extension elements to BPEL are presented, one might wonder how the different
types of variation points as discussed in section 3.2 can be modeled. This is shown here.

The idea behind the VxBPEL extensions was to model variability generically, so each of the
different types of variability could be captured in a uniform way. Rather than specifically allowing
the types mentioned in section 3.2 alone, VxBPEL was designed to be able to model all these
types in the same way and thus have more flexibility. For each of the types mentioned, this
section briefly discusses how modeling each type is possible.

4.5.1. Service replacement

This actually covers both the first (replacing a service by one with the same interface) and second
(replacing a service by one with a different interface) type. Although BPEL of itself allows services
with identical interfaces to be bound at run-time, it is conceivable one wants to define explicitly
which service to use for which configuration of the system. In that case, an extra partner link could
be added for each variant, and each of these variants would call a different service. In VxBPEL:

<partuerLinks>
<partnerLink myRole—"..." name—"..." partnerLinkType—".. . "I>
<partnerLink name—"servicel partnerLinkType—"...M partnerRole-". .
<partnerLink nameservice2" partnerLinkType—"..." partnerRole_N. . .1/>
<partnerLink name—"service3" partnerLinkType—".. ." partnerRole—". . .

</partnerLinks>

would become:

<partnerLinks>
<partnerLink myRol—..." name—. . . N partnerLinkType—".. . "I>
<partnerLink name—"servicela partnerLinkType—M. . . N partnerRole—". . .

<paxtnerLink name"servicelb" partnerLinkType—".. ." partnerRole—". . .

<partnerLink name—"service2" partnerLinkType—".. .N partnerRole—". . . "I>
<partnerLink nameservice3" partnerLinkType=".. N partnerRole—". . . "I>

</partnerLinks>
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and a variation point could be modeled thus:

<vxbpel : VariationPoint name"VPService1">
<vxbpel : Variants>

<vxbpel:Variant name—"ServicelA">

<invoke inputVariable="..." name". ." operation—"..."
outputVariable—"..." partnerLink—"servicela" portType—". .

</vxbpel : Variant>
<vxbpel : Variant name—Service1B">

<invoke inputVariab].e&'. .." naine=".. ." operation—"..."
outputVariable—"..." partnerLink—"servicelb" portType—". . "f>

</vxbpel : Variant>
</vxbpel : Variants>

</vxbpel : VariationPoint>

As the actual interface for a service is captured in the portType and partnerLinkType, one can see
that modeling a variation point as such means that it is possible to define both invoke statements

with different parameters, thus allowing both types of variability to be captured. As a sidenote,

it is possible the input and output variable differ for both services, in which case the surrounding

statements which prepare a message for sending will also need to be adapted.

4.5.2. Service parameters

Modeling this type is similar to how modeling a variation point offering a choice between two
services is done. However, it is dependent on how the parameters for this service need to be set:
either by altering the message sent to this service, or by first invoking a different operation of a
service in order to set parameters for a next request. Either way, surrounding statements (be it
an invoke statement to call a different operation or an assign statement to change the message
contents) will need to be adapted. Suppose a service is normally called without setting parameters
beforehand (i.e., use the default settings):

<invoke inputVariable—"input" name—"invokeService" operation—"operation'
outputVariable—"output" partnerLink—"serviceName" portType—".. .

and one wants to be able to set parameters for a service first, by invoking an operation that sets

the service parameters:

<sequence name—"setserviceparams">
<invoke inputVariable="params" name"invokeService" operation-"setPararns"

outputVariable—"setParamsOut" partnerLink—"serviceName"
portrype—". . . "I>

<invoke inputVariable—"input" name—" invokeService" operation—"operation"

outputVariable—"output" partnerLink—"serviceName"

portType—".. "I>

</sequence>

one would then model a variation point thus:

<vxbpel :VariationPoint nanie="conf Service">
<vxbpel : Variants>

<vxbpel : Variant name—"noParams">
<invoke inputVariable—" input" name=" invokeService"
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operation="operation" outputVariable—'boutput"

pa.rtnerLink— " servi ceNanie" portType—". NI>
</vxbpel :Variant>
<vxbpel : Variant name—" setParams">

<sequence name—"setserviceparams">
<invoke inputVariable—"pa.rams" name—" invokeService"

operation—"setParams" outputVariable="setParamsout"
partnerLink—"serviceName" portType—". . . "I>

<invoke inputVariable—"input" name—"invokeService"
operation—"operation" outputVariable—"output"
partnerLink— " servi ceNanie" portType—". . . "I>

</sequence>
</vxbpel : Variant>

</vxbpel : Variants>
</vxbpel : VariationPoint>

If one sets parameters on a service by invoking a different operation altogetheror altering the type
of message sent, it can be modeled in the same way as in the previous section.

4.5.3. System composition

System composition, or more in general, service fragments, can be modeled with VxBPEL as
well. Suppose we have the following composition or fragment, which uses the parallel execution
container flow:

<flow name—"flowl">
<links>

<link nane—"A"/>
<link name="B"/>

</links>
<invoke inputVariable—"..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable—". .." partuerLink—". .." portType—"...">
<sources>

<source liñkNaine—"A">

<transitionCondjtjon>..
. <ItransitionCondjtjon>

</source>

<source linkName—"B">

<transitionCondjt ion>. . . </transitionCondjtjon>
<'source>

</sources>

<unyoke>
<invoke inputVariable—"..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable—".. ." partnerLink—". .." portType—"...">
<targets>

<target linkNanie="A"/>

</targets>

<unyoke>

<invoke inputVariable—"..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable—"..." partnerLink—"..." portlype—". .

<targets>
<target linkName—"B"/>

</targets>
<unyoke>
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</flow>

and we want to define a variant with a sequential container, sequence:

<sequence name""sequence1">
<invoke inputVariable—"..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable—"..." partnerLink—". . ." portType—". . ."/>
<if name="...">

<condition>. . . </condition>
<then>

<invoke inputVariable="..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable="..." partnerLink—". . ." portType—".. . "I>
<elseif>

<condition>. . . </condition>
<invoke inputVariable—"..." name—"..." operation—"..."

outputVariable="..." partnerLink—". . ." portType—". .

</elseif>
<'if>

<Isequen cc>

one can then define a variation point with these fragments as variants:

<vxbpel :VariationPoint name="fragmentExample">
<vxbpel : Variants>

<vxbpel:Variant name—"flow">
<flow name—"flowl">

<!—— here goes the rest of the flow code... ——>

<If low>
<Ivxbpel : Variant>
<vxbpel :Variant name—"sequence">

<sequence name—"sequencel">
<!-- here goes the rest of the sequence code... ——>

<Isequence>
</vxbpel : Variant>

</vxbpel : Variants>
</vxbpel : VariationPoint>

thus allowing changing service fragments or service composition.
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In order to validate that VxBPEL can indeed allow processes to be made variable, some testing will
be necessary. This is why an existing engine, ActiveBPEL, has been adapted to allow VXBPEL
processes to be run.

Also, in order to be able to graphically model variation points in a VXBPEL process and allow
users to get an overview of variation points, variants and realization, tooling will be needed that
can interpret VxBPEL variability information and can present this to the user. For this purpose,
a plug-in for the variability modeling framework COVAMOF was developed.

This chapter discusses both the adaptation of the ActiveBPEL engine as well as the implementation
of the COVAMOF plug-in.

5.1. Extending the ActiveBPEL engine

ActiveBPEL[7] is one of the most widely used BPEL engines of today. It is developed by Active
Endpoints and is a commercial-grade open-source BPEL engine, written in Java and released under
the GPL. It does not have support for WS-BPEL 2.0 yet, as this standard is not complete, but
can interpret any standard BPEL4WS 1.1 process definition, as it fully conforms to this standard.
The ActiveBPEL engine runs in any standard servlet container such as Apache Tomcat.

ActiveBPEL was selected as the engine to extend and adapt to interpret VxBPEL, because it
is open-source and widely used. The next sections describe ActiveBPEL's architecture and the
modifications made to the engine to allow VxBPEL processes to be executed.

5.1.1. ActiveBPEL's architecture

In order to be able to describe the changes made to ActiveBPEL, this section will first describe
the relevant parts of ActiveBPEL's architecture. This description is by no means complete, but
will contain the parts which have proven to be relevant to the adaptation of ActiveBPEL to allow
VxBPEL ffles to be executed.

First of all, it is important to note that ActiveBPEL makes extensive use of the Composite and
Visitor patterns[8]. The reader unfamiliar with these patterns can find an brief overview of them
in appendix D.

As said before, a Web-service-centric system is process-driven. The process is defined in a process
description language (in ActiveBPEL's case in BPEL). When such a process definition is deployed
to the ActiveBPEL engine, the engine reads in the elements, or activities (such as flow and
invoke), from such a BPEL process description file and stores them in so-called Activity Definition
objects. These objects encapsulate all the properties defined in the process definition and are
essentially a "blueprint" for process instantiation. They contain all the information needed to be
able to execute the activities defined in the process description.

When a request to a deployed process is received by the ActiveBPEL engine, the set of activity
definitions that is associated to this process is located. The engine then instantiates this set of
activity definitions to a set of Activity Implementation objects. The implementation objects allow
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the ActiveBPEL engine to execute them by calling their execute method. The instantiation
is done through a Visitor object visiting all the activity definition objects and instantiating the
associated implementation objects. When a process starts executing, the activities that need to be
executed are added to an execution queue, allowing the process' execution to be easily suspended
and resumed.

The way processes are read in from definition files needs a more in-depth explanation. Activities
are read in by Reader objects that are specific to this type of activity. A reader takes care of
initialising the definition object which is associated to the activity and other tasks such as linking
it to its parent element's definition object. ActiveBPEL maintains a set of two repositories for
these reader objects, called registries. One of these registries stores readers for I3PEL elements,
the other stores readers for extension elements, elements which are not part of the ActiveBPEL
language. Which reader is retrieved from the registry for a certain element is determined by the
element that is the parent of the current element.

The engine reads in the process definition, and retrieves readers for each element in this definition
from either of the two registries ActiveBPEL maintains. These readers instantiate definition
objects, which the engine consequently stores and the engine will then await invocation of this
process.

5.1.2. Modification of ActiveBPEL

VxBPEL introduces new elements that need to be read by the ActiveBPEL engine. As such, the
ActiveBPEL engine will need to be adapted in order to allow the following elements to be read in
and stored:

• New elements such as VariationPoint and Variants in the process definition itself

• New elements such as Variabilityconfigurationln! Ornat ion outside of main control flow
of the process definition

It is desirable that, in whatever way these elements are stored, there is no need for fundamental
changes in the ActiveBPEL engine, as it is under continuous development. When the WS-BPEL
2.0 standard is finished and released, it is highly like that ActiveBPEL will be made compati-
ble with it and it is possible the engine's source code changes significantly to accommodate for
incompatibilities.

Fortunately, because of the use of the registries mentioned in the previous section, this is not hard
to achieve. The registries are flexible enough to allow us to add a Reader that can handle the
new elements, and because it is associated to a specific parent element, one can restrict the places
where these new elements are valid.

At first glance, it seems logical to use the extension registry to store the new elements in. However,
due to various reasons discussed in section 5.2, it is actually more desirable to adapt the BPEL
registry to read in the elements inside the process definition itself, and adapt the extension registry
for elements added outside of the main control flow of the process.

Now, how can code that is external to the original BPEL engine code be executed without altering
some files distributed by ActiveBPEL? ActiveBPEL allows configuration of several interesting
properties, such as the class which is the implementation of the BPEL engine and as such the class
that will be instantiated as the engine. As ActiveBPEL is itself deployed to a servlet container
such as Apache Tomcat, one deploys this configuration file together with the ActiveBPEL code,
and the correct engine object will automatically be instantiated after deployment by a "loader"
class.

Combining this with the flexibility the registries give us, altering the registries BPEL maintains
is fairly straightforward. All that needs to be done is extending the original BPEL engine object
and in this implementation alter the registry which is initialised by the original BPEL code.
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5.1.3. Reading in and executing VxBPEL

In order to allow VxBPEL to be read in and executed, a new type of definition object will be
added to the activity definition registry. This definition object is the Variation Point definition
object. Using the fact that instantiation from definition objects to implementation objects is
done by a Visitor visiting the definition object structure, the idea is the following. Basically, the
Variation Point definition object is transparent to the Visitor that instantiates the process, by
automatically forwarding requests to the BPEL element which is encapsulated by the currently
configured Variant for this variation point. This way, there is no trace of the variability in the
executable copy, the activity implementation objects, of the process definition and processes can
be executed as if no variability exists, thus ensuring that process consistency is maintained. A
graphic representation of the variation point/variant structure is shown in figure 5.1.

To make this possible, first several new readers and definition objects are defined. A reader is
defined for each of the in-process extension elements: VariationPoint, Variants, Variant and
BpelCode. These readers are stored in VariationPointReader . Java, VariantsReader . java,
Var iantReader .java, Var iantReader. java and BpelCodeReader . java. The readers are added
to the BPEL registry, with all the BPEL elements that can contain variation points as possible
parents. New definition objects are only defined for VariationPoint, Variants and Variant
in respectively ActivityVariationPointDef . java, VariantContainerDef . java and Activity-
VariantDef . java. The variation point definition object encapsulates the VariantcontainerDef
object which is the container for Variants. The variant definition objects contain a single activity
(such as invoke) or activity container (such as flow). When a request from a visitor (which
always happens through the accept 0 method) reaches a variation point definition object, it
automatically forwards (based on configuration) the request to the activity or activity container
in the correct, i.e. currently configured, variant definition object.

The variation points are defined as new activity definition objects due to use of inheritance, and
as such can be successfully executed when contained by container activities for one or multiple
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activities (e.g., <flow>, <sequence>, <while> and the case and otherwise structures that are
part of a <switch> structure), when correctly added to the BPEL registry as described in section
5.1.1.

To be able to choose a variant based on the current configuration, this configuration will need to
be stored. This is done by writing a reader to store the Variabilityconligurationlnformation
element present in the process, defined in VarConflnfoExtensionBeador. java. This reader is
added to the extension registry and stores the variability information in a static class, defined in
VarConf Info. java. This class provides a mapping from a process' identifier (its name) to the
variability information for this process and provides methods to retrieve configuration information,
as well as set a configuration for a certain process. The reader for the variability configuration
information also reads in the definitions of configurable variation points and stores this information
in configurable variation point objects, defined in ConfigurableVariationPoint . Java.

The new VxBPEL registry is defined in VxBpelRegistry. java and
VxBpelDefReaderRegistry. java. This registry is loaded in by the VxBpelEngine object, defined
in VariableBpelEngine . java. Refer to appendix E to see the package structure of VXBPEL and
the file locations in the ActiveBPEL project.

In order to make sure the new engine is loaded after deployment, the following needed to be added
to the configuration ifie which deploys together with the engine:

<!-- BpelEngine Impi -->
<entry nane— "EngineIlipi" value—" org. rug. vxbpel. server . engine. variableBpe].Engine"/>

5.2. Experiences and issues found during implementation

During implementation, several issues came up. First of all, after trying to define a reader for the
new elements contained in the process, it turned out that placing these in the extension registry
made it impossible to place the definition objects in the process' definition object structure and
to read contained BPEL activities. This was due to the brands in the codepath that is followed in
case a Reader object is taken from the extension registry. As both access to the object definition
and readers for contained BPEL was necessary in order for the implementation to work, I decided
to move these readers to the registry for BPEL elements.

The second implementation issue that turned up was executing a <flow> statement. Activities
inside a flow statement are connected via <link> elements. Before a process is deployed, a vali-
dation is done for each flow statement to check that the links are correctly defined. However, the
validation process is based on several assumptions that were true in the case of normal BPEL but
could be false in case of a valid VXBPEL definition. For instance, the validation process does not
allow links to be defined that are not used. This is a good thing for normal BPEL, as it makes sure
there are no "loose links". However, the validation is done by a Visitor, and even though in case
of a VXBPEL definition, it is possible all links are used, it is not possible for the validation process
to determine that a link is used in a different variant due to the transparancy design of variation
points. Allowing links to be unused required a small adjustment to the AeLinkValidator. java
file.

For the <sequence> statement, a third issue emerged. During checking of which activities are
allowed to create a new process, checking is done on a sequence statement that internally does
not use a Visitor and can therefore be exposed to a VxBPEL Variation Point element, which
requires special processing. This was circumvented by manually retrieving the configured vari-
ant from a variation point to be used in further processing. This required an adjustment to
AeCheckStartActivityVisitor . java.

The validations done by ActiveBPEL before deploying a process caused a fourth issue. This time
the problem emerged because several validations and other operations needed for execution, such
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as setting the parent activity for each activity, are done before the process is actually deployed and
externally accessible. When a variable process is deployed, these are only done at deployment time
for the default configuration. This means that processes did not work after being reconfigured.
The problem was fairly easy to fix, as all that needed to be done was re-run the validation on a
process alter its configuration was altered, but this needed a work-around. This was because the
ActiveBPEL project is divided into several subprojects which are compiled in order. The validation
is started from a different project from which the configurable variation point objects are in and
as such, a configurable variation point could not start the validation. The work-around consisted
of storing several objects, instantiated outside of the configurable variation point objects' project
and needed for validation, in the configurable variation point objects. This required a change to
AeDeploymentValidator . java.

5.3. Variability management using JMX

In section 3.4, one of the research questions was "Using modeling of variability information, how
can a service-centric system's variability be made manageable externally and at run-time?". Using
our newly defined objects, this is fairly easy to achieve by using JMX. JMX stands for Java
Management eXtensions and is a way to explicitly expose functionality of objects to be able to
monitor or manage them. Manageable objects are called MBean (for Manageable Bean).

To make an object manageable through JMX, several things need to be done. First of all, an
MBean server needs to be created. Then, for each object you wish to be able to manage, you
need to register it with the MBean server. These objects need to implement an interface with a
name ending in "MBean" which specifies the operations that are available for management. After
a server is created and objects implementing these special interfaces are registered, it is possible
to connect to the MBean server and manage the registered objects.

The first step is to make sure an MBean server is created. This can be fairly easily done by
changing the Tomcat configuration so it starts with JMX compatibility. In the version of Tomcat
used, 5.0.28, and the JDK used, 1 .4.x, JMX is not readily supported and therefore MX4J was used,
an open source JMX implementation. After adding the MX4J jar to the classpath, an MBean
server can be automatically started together with Tomcat by setting the following coinniandline
options for Tomcat:

—Dcom. aun.management . jzxremote
-Dcow. sun. management . jmxreaote . port—8081

-Dcom. sun. management . jmxremote. sal—false
—Dcom. sun. management . jmxremote . authenticate—false

This makes sure an MBean server is started on port 8081 without SSL and authentication enabled.

MX4J also ships with a useful tool called "MX4J/Http Adaptor" that enables a user to access
manageable beans through a web browser. This tool can be enabled through Tomcat by installing a
jar-ifie shipped with MX4J, mx4j -tools. jar, to the library path of Tomcat and altering Tomcat's
configuration. After adding the following lines to server. xml:

<Connector port—"${AJP.PORT}" handler .list—"mx"
mx. enabled—"true" mx.httpHost—"localhost"
mx. httpPort" 8082"
protocol""AJP/l .3" />

the HTTP Adaptor tool is available through HTTP port 8082. The result, showing (a few of the)

manageable beans available for Tomcat, can be seen in figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.2.: The MX4J/Http Adaptor tool showing several of Tomcat's manageable beans.

All that remains now is adapting the objects we wish to make manageable and registering these
with the MBean server. Because the high level variation points, the configurable variation points,
should be manageable, these were adapted to implement an interface defined in
ConfigurableVariationPointMBean. java, defining operations to show properties such as Ratio-
nale from the variation point, to request possible variant names and to set the current variant.
Also, in the constructor of the configurable variation point objects, the object registers itself with
the MBean server.

This enables a user to see which variation points are available through the JMX console, and to
set a configuration for each variation point. The next section will show screenshots of how this
works.

5.4. Testing the implementation

An example will show that, with the implementation of VxBPEL in ActiveBPEL and management
via JM)(, it is indeed possible to deploy and run a VxBPEL process and manage it at run-time.
For this purpose, a webtool called ActiveBPEL Administration which ships with ActiveBPEL was
used. it is a webtool that allows users to see the structure of deployed and executed processes
from a browser application. By invoking the process, altering the configuration, and invoking the
process again, it is possible to see differences in execution between these processes.
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ActiveBPEL expects a BPEL file to be deployed as part of a set of flies needed for execution. The
ifies are stored together in a zip-archive which ActiveBPEL calls BPRs. Because there is rather a
lot of extra information needed besides the pure BPEL in order to run a proceM (WSDL definitions,
external service definitions and more), the example used for testing was derived from a sample for
the ActiveBPEL engine published by ActiveBPEL itself. The version of the ActIveBPEL engine
which was adapted, 2.O.O.i, had several examples available for download, one of which being a
loan approval process. This sample, like all others, had all the files needed for deployment to and
execution by the ActiveBPEL engine, as well as an ant build task for building and deploying the
example.

The example used for testing is described below.

5.4.1. The example used for testing the implementation

The process used is a variation to the one mentioned in section 1.1. The original process is the
same. A variant to this process is defined that, instead of a normal message, receives an encrypted
message and will let a decryption service decrypt the request before processing it. The full text
of this example can be found in appendix C. 1.

Figure 5.3 shows what can be seen in the Administration tool after deploying this sample to the
ActiveBPEL engine. On the left, a tree of the information stored in the process can be seen. On
the right, a graphical representation of the process is shown, with information about the currently
selected element at the bottom. Altering the configuration can be done by using the MX4J/HTTP
Adaptor tool. What is visible of a configurable variation point is shown in figure 5.4. Clicking
the "View Array" link in this figure gives us an overview of possible variant names that can be
configured, as shown in figure 5.5. After setting the configured variant name to encrypted, we
can look at the process definition again in the Administration tool, showing what is seen in figure
5.6.
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Figure 5.4.: The JMX HTFP Adaptor webpage where the configuration can be altered.
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Figure 5.5.: Viewing the possible variants for a (hi&i level, i.e. configurable) variation point.
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After the configuration is set to the standard configuration (i.e., no encryption) and the client
application is executed, the details of the executed process can be viewed in the administration tool
as shown in figure 5.7. This view is exactly the same as viewing a deployed process' details, but in
the graphic representation of the process checkmarks, crosses, a symbol for a non-executed activity
(a striked-through circle) and a symbol for a currently executing activity (a triangle pointing to
the right) are added to show the execution's progress. As there is a path of activities from receive
to reply showing checkmarks on each activity, we can see that the standard configuration was
indeed successfully executed.

When the same steps are repeated for the encryption configuration, what can be seen in the
administration tool is shown in figure 5.8, showing that the encryption configuration was also
successfully executed.
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Figure 5.7.: The standard configuration after execution.

This demonstrates it is now indeed possible to:
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Deploy a VxBPEL process.

• Select a configuration for this process.

• Execute any of the variants for this process.
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5.5. COVAMOF and VxBPEL

When a complicated VxBPEL process contains many variation points and realizations, one can
imagine that it becomes hard or impossible to have an overview of the variability by looking at
the process definition alone, even with the separate Variabilityconfigurationlnfo.

The COVAMOF framework and tooling offers facilities which would provide a better way to display
information about variability. It can model the variation points and variants at different levels
and can also model the realizations between them (i.e. the variation point choices modeled in the
VariabilityConfigurationlnfo). These realizations can be modeled by rules, enabling a user
of the COVAMOF tooling to select a certain high-level variant, and see its impact immediately.

To make COVAMOF be able to work with VxBPEL files, a plug-in needed to be written for
COVAMOF which is able to parse (relevant parts of) VXBPEL files and supplies the COVAMOF
with the information the framework needs to model the variability. COVAMOF calls this a model
provider.

5.5.1. Mapping of VxBPEL concepts to COVAMOF concepts

Before being able to implement a model provider, a mapping will need to be defined between
VxBPEL constructs and COVAMOF concepts, which did not prove difficult as variability is mod-
eled similarly in both.

First of all, there is a direct mapping between variation points in VxBPEL and COVAMOF.
COVAMOF defines variation points at several levels and as having several subtypes. Only one of
the variation point subtypes in COVAMOF is present in VxBPEL: variant variation points. These
are variation points which have several variants that can be chosen and this is the only variation
point concept currently present in VxBPEL. COVAMOF defines variation points at three possible
levels, features, architecture and components (or none). VXBPEL only has two levels of variation
points, the variation points inside the process and the configurable variation points. For this
mapping, configurable variation points are (arbitrarily) defined to map to the architecture level
variation points in COVAMOF and the in-process variation points are mapped to the lowest level
of variation points possible in COVAMOF (being those at the components level). The fact that
configurable variation points can be seen as configurable features in a process is a good reason to
let configurable variation points map to feature level variation points in COVAMOF, but I have
chosen not to do so, because it is clearer if both types of variation points map to adjacent levels in
COVAMOF's modeling. The mapping of variants in VXBPEL to variants in COVAMOF is now
also automatically defined.

What remains to be mapped are the variation point choices that are defined for each configurable
variation point. As discussed in chapter 4, these choices actually model realization relations and
as such map directly to these relations in COVAMOF. The realization relations in COVAMOF
have associated rules that are evaluated to determine what happens for each realization relation if
variation points are configured. These rules can be very complex in COVAMOF but for VxBPEL
they only need to be fairly simple: a rule needs to define that a choice for a high-level variant
dictates several choices on a lower level. Such a rule consists of a condition (being a certain
variant chosen for a high-level variation point for VxBPEL) and several "bindings", that define
which variant is set for which variation point.

5.5.2. Parsing of VxBPEL

If we want COVAMOF to only model the variability present in a VxBPEL process, the relevant
information in VXBPEL files is:
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• Variation points and variants in the process definition.

• Configurable variation points and their variants.

• Variation point choices associated with configurable variation points.

Basically, the COVAMOF plug-in will need to do the following:

• Parse the information in in-process variation points and store these as variation points and
variants at the Components level.

• Parse the information in configurable variation points and store these variation points and
variants at the Architecture level.

• Parse the required configuration for each configurable variation points' variant and storing
the appropriate realization relations and rules.

When the plug-in is implemented and placed in the installation directory of the COVAMOF
framework, we can now browse the variability in a VxBPEL process in a number of different ways,
as illustrated in the screenshots in figures 5.9, 5.10, 5.11 and 5.12 (these figures use symbols used
in COVAMOF as described in [16]). The VxBpel process used in these screenshots is the same
as used in section 5.4.1 and its full text is given in appendix C.!. Note that names of variation
points on these screenshots differ slightly from those in the example given before, as items are not
allowed to have identical names in COVAMOF.. F,aJus
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Figure 5.9.: The variation point view in COVAMOF, showing variation points on several layers.
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Figure 5.11.: Configuring a product (process) in COVAMOF. By selecting a variant on the archi-
tecture level, those on the components level are automatically selected.
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Figure 5.12.: The COVAMOF visualiser graphically models the variation points, variants and re-
alizations.
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6. Testing VxBPEL

6.1. Testing procedure

In order to show that VxBPEL combined with the ActiveBPEL modifications and COVAMOF
plug-in indeed offers a solution to the questions posed in section 3.4, several testcases will now
be used. Each of these testcases answers a specific (part of a) question as given in the testcase's
description. Each testcase will consist of the following:

A description of the teatcase and what it will show or prove.

A graphical representation of the testcase if needed.

The expected behaviour in order to show that the testcase was successful.

. The observed behaviour when running the testcase.

. A conclusion for this testcase.

The graphical representation will use the symbols as used in figure 6.1 to indicate a variation point
and its variants. These are approximately the same symbols as used in COVAMOF, as there is of
yet no specific graphical notation for VXBPEL.

Figure 6.1.: Notation of variation points and variants in process definitions

In this notation, a variation point is denoted by a circle. The name of the variation point is shown
underlined and italic. Attached to these variation points are variants (denoted by triangles) with
a rectangle showing the activities contained in this variant. The name is placed at the topleft
corner in the rectangle, with the default variant's name in bold.
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6.2. Testcases

6.2.1. Deploying a VxBPEL process

Description

The first few testcases, up to and including 6.2.4, are given to show that it is possible to deploy,
configure and execute a variable process in the VXBPEL engine implementation.

This testcase will show that a VxBPEL process is able to deploy successfully and that the default
configuration for each CVP (configurable variation point) is indeed automatically configured after
deployment.

Graphical representation

The process definition can be graphically modeled as in figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2.: The loan approval process with an encryption variant.
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Expected behaviour

6.2. Testcases

After deploying a process to the ActiveBPEL engine, it should be possible to view the process' '
structure and it should have the process structure that is configured by default.

Observed behaviour

After deployment, the deployed process structure is shown in the ActiveBPEL Administration
tool as can be seen in figure 6.3.

actIveBPELM
engine

fa

Deployed Pmc.ss D.tal: oanApprovalProceas (U)
0)

Process FauftHandIr% BPfL

rsces1

4'

kwOkaMse$BOf

-
asst5n

Conclusion

Figure 6.3.: The deployed process' structure.

The structure of the deployed process indeed conforms to the expected structure. Therefore, it is
now possible to conclude we can deploy a VxBPEL process.

6.2.2. Running a deployed VxBPEL process

Description

This testcase will show that a VxBPEL process, when just deployed, will be able to run successfully.
The VXBPEL process used here will be the same one as used in section 5.4.1: a loan approval
process with a variant that receives an encrypted message.
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Graphical representation

See section 6.2.1.

Expected behaviour

When deployed, the ActiveBPEL Administration tool should show the process' structure to be the
default variant. After execution, the process should have exited normally and the ActiveBPEL
Administration tool should show that each of the activities in the default variant were executed.

Observed behaviour

The process exited normally. What the ActiveBPEL Administration tool shows is shown in figure
6.4. As can be seen there, each of the activities for this configuration was executed (as indicated
by the checkmarks next to the activities).

Active Process Detail: loanApprovaproces. (1)1) I Hu I Ocee

Figure 6.4.: The executed process as shown in the ActiveBPEL Administration tool.

Conclusion

Since the process exited normally and each of the activities for this configuration were executed, it
is possible to conclude that it is indeed possible to execute a process immediately after deployment
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6.2. Testcases

and that it also executes the correct activities.

6.2.3. Changing a process' configuration

Description

After deployment, it should be possible to manage a process' variability. This means that it
should be possible to change the configuration of a process. In the VxBPEL implementation, that
is possible through the JMX interface that each CVP exposes.

Graphical representation

See section 6.2.1.

Expected behaviour

After process deployment, a certain structure can be seen in the ActiveBPEL Administration tool.
Changing the configuration of a CVP, by using the MX4J adaptor as shown in section 5.4.1 should
alter the structure shown for the deployed process.

Observed behaviour

After altering the configured variant name, like in figures 5.4 and 5.5, the ActiveBPEL Adminis-
tration tool shows the process structure as can be seen in figure 6.5.

Conclusion

After altering the configuration using the JMX interface, the process has a different structure
when viewing it in the ActiveBPEL Administration tool, which means that it is indeed possible
to change a process' structure.

6.2.4. Executing a different variant

Description

After altering the configuration, any processes started should use the new configuration.

Graphical representation

See section 6.2.1.

Expected behaviour

An executed process should exit normally and the ActiveBPEL Administration tool should show
a process was executed with a different structure.
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aceBPEL
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Observed behaviour

The process exited normally, and figure 6.6 shows what can be seen in the ActiveBPEL Adminis-
tration tool.

Conclusion

As the ActiveBPEL Administration tool now shows that the encryption variant's activities were
executed, we can conclude that after altering the configuration the corresponding activities were
executed.

6.2.5. Process consistency (1)

Description

As mentioned in section 3.3 and in research question 1 in section 3.4, process consistency is
important. Section 5.1.3 explained why processes should remain consistent during execution, but
some process consistency tests will be done to assure this claim.
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6.2. Testcasas
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Figure 6.6.: The executed process as shown in the ActiveBPEL Administration tool shows after
the process' configuration is changed.

This first example tests whether a currently executing activity is changed if the configuration is
altered. In order to do so, for this test a process will be deployed that has an infinite loop in the
default configuration. The variant of this process changes the loop contents in such a way that
the process will break out of the ioop immediately.

The VXBPEL definition can be found in appendix C.2.

Graphical representation

Figure 6.7 depicts a graphical representation of this process.

Expected behaviour

In order to prove that process consistency is maintained in this case, one would expect that a
process started in one configuration never exits. In other words, if the process is deployed and a
client connects, it should never get an answer (except for a time-out) even if the configuration is
altered while waiting for an answer.

Observed behaviour

After starting the client application, there is indeed no answer until a time-out occurs. The
ActiveBPEL Administration tool shows what is depicted in figure 6.8. It can be seen that the
process has not stopped after reconfiguring it.
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Figure 6.7.: The process runs an infinite loop by default. This loop breaks immediately if the
variant is selected.

Conclusion

As the process did not give an answer and the Administration tool shows that the ioop is still
executing, we can conclude that currently running activities are not affected by configuration
changes.

6.2.6 Process consistency (2)

Description

This testcase is similar to the previous. However, in this testcase the process will execute a
loop which takes a significant amount of time and as such provides enough time to change the
configuration while the loop is executing. After the loop, an answer is returned which depends on
the current configuration. This will prove that future activities are also unaffected by configuration
changes.

The VxBPEL definition can be found in appendix C.3.

Graphical representation

Figure 6.9 depicts a graphical representation of this process.

Expected behaviour

If process consistency is maintained, when a process is started in a certain configuration, the answer
returned after the process finishes should correspond to this configuration. The Administration
tool should show this configuration's assign statement was executed.
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Figure 6.8.: The ActiveBPEL Administration tool shows that the process remains stuck in the
infinite loop.

Observed behaviour

The client application is started when the configuration is set to its default and is indeed given
the answer which corresponded to this configuration. What the Administration tool shows can be
seen in figure 6.10: the default assign statement was executed.

Conclusion

As the answer the process gives corresponds to the configuration in which the process was when
it was started and the Administration tool shows the corresponding activities to be executed, we
can conclude that future activities are unaffected by configuration changes.
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Figure 6.9.: The assign statement after the long ioop is different in both variants.
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Figure 6.10.: The Administration tool shows that the default assign statement was executed.
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6.2.7. BPEL structures

Description

The previous test cases have shown that variation points contained by the <flow>, <sequence>
and <while> structures execute successfully. Section 5.1.3 described why it is possible to execute
the variation points in containers for multiple activities (e.g., <flow>, <sequence>) and containers
for single activities (e.g., <while>, <case> and <otherwise>). This test case demonstrates the
variation point to work for two structures different from the ones used in the previous test cases,
being the <case> and <otherwise> structures.

As every other container activity inherits from one of the interfaces used by the ones tested, there
is no need to test the others.

This test case uses a simple process definition that contains a single <switch>, with one <case>
substructure and one <otherwise> substructure. Both the <case> and the <otherwise> contain
a single variation point with two variants. Every path through this switch out of the four possible
will make the process reply with a different answer, and each of these paths will be tested.

Appendix C.4 contains the corresponding VXBPEL definition.

Graphical representation

Figure 6.11 gives a graphical representation of the test case. Due to space constraints, the contents
of the case and otherwise structures is depicted to the right of the associated structure.
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Figure 6.11.: The case and otherwise test case.



Expected behaviour

6.2. Testcases

If the variation point can be executed in both the <case> and the <otherwise> structure, the
process will need to execute correctly each of the four times, with differing answers after each
invocation.

Observed behaviour

Every invocation executed correctly and each path produced the correct answer. What the Ad-
ministration tool shows after each is shown in figures 6.12, 6.13, 6.14 and 6.15.[1L

1.qu.n. *.'

Figure 6.12.: The Administration tool shows that first variant in the case path was correctly
executed.

ug,.sncs

Figure 6.13.: The Administration tool shows that second variant in the case path was correctly
executed.

Conclusion

Each invocation of the process executes successfully and each time a different answer is given.
The Administration tool shows that each of the four paths was indeed taken. Therefore, taking
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Figure 6.14.: The Administration tool shows that first variant in the otherwise path was correctly
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Figure 6.15.: The Administration tool shows that second variant in the otherwise path was cor-
rectly executed.

this test case and the other test cases into account, it is possible to conclude that variation points
can be successfully executed when contained by <case>, <otherwise>, <while>, <sequence> and
<flow> in particular, and by single activity containers and multiple activity containers in general.
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7.1. Conclusion

Now that the VxBPEL implementation and the testcases have been presented, we return to the
research questions as presented in section 3.4. For easy reference, the questions will be reiterated
here.

The central question of this thesis was "How can run-time variability and variability management
be allowed, modeled and supported in a service-centric system, so it can quicldy react or be
adapted to changes in its dynamic environment?", supported by the following research questions:

t> Is it possible to make a service-centric system variable at run-time? How can processes be
kept consistent internally?

. How can (run-time) variability be supported in a service centric system?

t> How can the variability types as described in section 3.2 be captured in this modeling?

r How can abstraction (i.e., realization relation information) be supported?

D How can the variability information be modeled graphically in order to give a clear view on
the variability in the system?

> Using modeling of variability information, how can a service-centric system's variability be
made manageable externally and at run-time?

The following sections will each discuss one of these research questions, and then the central
question will be answered.

Run-time variability and consistency

As shown in chapter 6, the VXBPEL language and the modification to the ActiveBPEL engine
allow a variable process to be deployed, configured at run-time and executed while keeping the
processes internally consistent.

Modeling (run-time) variability in a service centric system

As demonstrated in chapter 4, VxBPEL provides a way to model variability in a process definition.

Modeling variability types

Section 4.5 demonstrated for each of the variability types in section 3.2 how these could be modeled,
without being restricted to just these types.
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Realization relations

In chapter 4, it was discussed how a RequiredConfiguration could be added to every variant of
a high-level variation point, defining which VPChoices should be made in order to allow this high
level variant to be executed.

Graphical modeling

Section 5.5 demonstrated how variability information can be modeled graphically with COVAMOF
when a VXBPEL definition is read in. This gives a better and easier to understand overview of
variability than the original VxBPEL code.

Variability management

How management of a deployed VXBPEL is possible with the current implementation has been
shown in section 5.3. This is possible externally, through a web browser, at run-time.

Central question

This thesis demonstrated that with VxBPEL it is possible to model variability information in
a process, to execute several configurations of processes extended with variability information
and to allow the configuration of a deployed process to be managed at run-time and from an
external source (web browser). Therefore we can conclude that VxBPEL offers a solution to the
central question "How can run-time variability and variability management be allowed, modeled
and supported in a service-centric system, so it can quickly react or be adapted to changes in its
dynamic environment?".

7.2. Reflection and future work

Even though VxBPEL offers a basic solution to supporting variability in web services, there are
several things that I would have liked to do or that should be done to improve it.

First of all, several of the issues that occurred during the implementation phase have made me
reconsider that the variability extensions should not be tightly integrated into ActiveBPEL. For
example, the validation process as it is now will work for VXBPEL due to several work-arounds.
Even though I have left as many validations in place where possible, I think it would be best to
completely change the validation process to be able to also validate the VXBPEL processes for
things different from "normal" BPEL validation should these be needed.

As another example of an issue related to the non-tight integration with ActiveBPEL engine that
occurred after implementation, regarded the ActiveBPEL Administration webtool. The problem
with this tool is that it assumes the set of activities in the process definition and the execution
are the same. This is true for normal BPEL, but when a process' definition can change, different
instances can have different process structures, and this assumption is no longer correct. This
does not prevent one from using this tool to see the process structure, but the activities in the
execution model are still mapped to their process definition counterparts. This means that when
this tool is used after execution of a process and after altering the process' configuration (and as
such its definition) to view the process that was executed before the reconfiguration, the tool will
display the new definition, with certain activities being untouched. An example can be seen in
figure 7.1. This issue did not arise for anything else, but it would be better if an executed process
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Figure 7.1.: The view of an executed process after the configuration has been changed. The process
has completed successfully, but several activities are not checked off, indicating they
were never executed.

would store the definition used when the process was instantiated to solve this type of problem.
This would also mean adapting the webtool for this change.

Secondly, the implementation as of now has no robust exception and error handling during parsing
and reading in process definitions, meaning that an incorrect VXBPEL definition can give several
unclear (to one unfamiliar with VxBPEL) problems.

Another implementation issue not yet resolved is that the manageable objects are not removed
when a process is removed from the engine. This makes it currently impossible to redeploy a
process when changes have been made to the process.

It would also be desirable to develop graphical tooling to design VXBPEL processes, such as the
graphic tool ActiveBPEL has for developing normal BPEL processes called ActiveBPEL Designer.
However, this tool is not open source and I was therefore unable to change it for this project. It
would be extremely useful to design a VxBPEL process in a way similar to what is shown in figure
7.2, which is an edited screenshot of ActiveBPEL Designer.

Another thing I would like to change is the exact terminology used by the VXBPEL implementa-
tion. As COVAMOF was added to this project in a late stage, several concepts are very similar
(VPChoices in VxBPEL and Bindings for RealizationRelation rules in COVAMOF) but do not
use the same name, which can be confusing.

Related to the previous remark is the absence of integration with COVAMOF. As COVAMOF has
very useful tooling available, it would be desirable to be able to reconfigure VxBPEL processes from
COVAMOF tooling instead of from a tool completely external from ActiveBPEL and COVAMOF.

Also, VXBPEL currently has a rather basic modeling of variation points. For example, it is not
possible (without work-arounds) to implement a pure optional variation point, a variation point
that is present in one configuration but absent in another. At the moment, this needs to be
modeled in VxBPEL by an <empty> statement for the case where the variation point is absent,
needlessly complicating the process definition.
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Open variation points (variation points to which variants can be added at run-time) is also an
addition to VxBPEL that would be extremely valuable. It is technically possible to do this
through JMX, though most likely not via the MX4J Http/Adaptor tool used for defining variability
currently. There is also the issue of introducing new services to be invoked and of introducing new
variables to the system, among others.

Finally, 3.3 discussed how run-time variability for the purposes of this thesis was defined as vari-
ability between process invocations, while not affecting the structure of a running process. It
may be desirable, however, to be able to alter the structure of a running process indeed, which
requires a more complicated and detailed modeling of variability. It will also require a redesign of
ActiveBPEL's modification, as during execution variability is no longer visible with the current
design.

Conclusively, VXBPEL is useful as a proof of concept but much still needs to be done in order to
make it viable for industrial applications.
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A. Definition of terms, acronyms and
abbreviations

This chapter gives a quick overview of terms, acronyms and abbreviations, sorted alphabetically,
that are not explicitly explained throughout this thesis.

• HTTP: Hypertext Transfer Protocol, the set of rules for exchanging files (text, graphic
images, sound, video, and other multimedia files) on the World Wide Web.

• OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards, a global
consortium that drives the development of e-business and web service standards.

• SOAP: Simple Object Access Protocol. SOAP is a lightweight XML based protocol used for
invoking web services and exchanging structured data and type information on the Web[21j.

• UDDI: Universal Description Discovery and Integration, a directory model for web services.
UDDI is a specification for maintaining standardized directories of information about web
services, recording their capabilities, location and requirements in a universally recognized
format[lO].

• UML: Unified Modeling Language, a language for specifying, constructing, visualizing, and
documenting the artifacts of a software-intensive system. It is standardized by the Object
Management Group, a computing industry collaboration to promote object-oriented inter-
operability among heterogeneous computing environments. Using UML, developers and
architects can make a blueprint of a software project.

• W3C: World Wide Web Consortium, the international governing body for web standards.

• WSDL: Web Services Description Language, an XML-formatted language used to describe a
Web service's capabilities as collections of communication endpoints capable of exchanging
messages. WSDL is an integral part of UDDI, an XML-based worldwide business registry.
WSDL is the language that UDDI uses. WSDL was developed jointly by Microsoft and
IBM[51.

• XML: Extensible Markup Language. A flexible way to create common information formats
and share both the format and the data on the World Wide Web, intranets, and elsewhere.
XML is a formal recommendation from the W3C[22].

• XPath: XML Path Language, a language that describes how to locate specific elements (and
attributes, processing instructions, etc.) in an XML document[20].
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B. VxBPEL design

B.1. Original BPEL file

<?xsl v.rsion—' 1.0 .ncoding'.'93TV—8?>
<I——

BPEL Proca.. D.finition
Edit.d using Activ.V.bflow(t.) D..ign.r v.r.ion 1.0.0 (http://wwv.activ.—sndpoint..co.)
——>

<proc... na..—loanApprovaiproc... .uppr...JoinFailur.—y.. targ.tN..pac.—9ittp: I/ac... cc/loanproc.s.ing
x.lna—http : //.ch..aa . xnl.oap. org/vs12003/O3Ibu.in.s.—proc.as/
sam.: apnzhttp : //t..puri orgl..rvic.alloanapprov.r
xaln. : san..http : //t..puri org/s.rvic.s/loana.s...or
sam.: bpvs—http : I/sch.. . zalsoap. org/vs/2003/03fbu.in...—proc.s./
sam.: ln..'http :1/loan.. org/w.dl/loan—.ppromP
sam.: loand.f .http : //t...puri . org/s.rvic.p/lo.nd.finition.
mln.:z.d—'http://wvv.v3.orgI20O1/X1LSch..a'>

<partnerLink.>
<partn.rLink .yRols..pprov.r n...—cuato..r p.rtn.rLinkTyp.—1n. : lo.nhpxov..3.L$.skTyp./
<p.rtusrLink na..—approv.r p.rtn.rUnkTyp. 1n.: loanApprovalLinkTyp. p.rtn.rRol..pprov.r/>
<partn.rlink n...—..ss..or" p.rtn.rtinklyp.—1ns : riskA...s...ntLinkTyp. partn.rRo1.—a.....or/>

</partn.rLinks>
(v.risbl..>

<variabi. .....g.Typ—loand.f :cr.ditInforaationN...ag. na..r.qus.t/>
<variabi. a.s..g.Typ..a.ns riskAs...a..ntfl...ag. na...ri.kAa....a.nt"I>
<variabi. ...sag.Typ.—apns approvalfl...ag. oaa.—'.pprovallnfe/>
<v.riabl. •.ssag.Typ.—loand.f : lomnR.qu.stExrorfl...ag naa.'.rror/>

</variabl..>
<faultHandl.r.>

<catch faultIan.apn. : loanProc...Fault iaultVariab1..rror>
<r.ply faultlaa.—spn.: loanProc..sFault op.ration_*spprov. partn.rLink= cu.to..r

: lo.nApprovalPT vari.bl.—.rror/>
</catch>

<If sultKandl.rs>
<flow>

<link.)
<link naa..rsc.iv.-to—approval/>
<link n.a.—rac.ivs—to—a...../>
<link n.s..approval—to-r.ply/>
<link nawa.s...—to—.atPI.s.age/
<link n.a.a.....-to—approYal 'I>
<link n...."s.tM..sags—to—r.ply/>

<I]. ink.>
<r.c.iv. cr..t.In.tanc.—y.s na..—r.c.iv.1 op.ration—.pprov. partn.rLink—cu.to.r

portTyp.—apc. : loanApprov.1PT variabls—r.qu.5t>
<sourc. link1.a.r.caiv.—to—approval

tran.itlonCondltion—bpv. :g.tVariablsaata( 'r.qu..t'. 'asount ' )*gt ..10000/>
<.ourc. linklaa.-r.c.iv.—to—an....

tran.itionCondition—bpw. g.tvariabl.Data( 'r.qu.st', .aount ')klt ; 10000/>
<lr.c.iv.>
<invok. inutY.riabl.r.qu..t nas. invok.approv.r op.ration—"approv. outpotVaiabl.—approvallnfo'

partn.rLinkapprov.r portTyp.— spa.: loanApprovalPT>
<targ.t linkJas.r.c.iv.—to—approv.l/>
<targ.t linkaa.—a...ss—to—approvaP/>
<.ourc. linkJIas.—approvsl—to—r.ply/>

</invok.>
<invok. inputVari.bl.r.qu..t na.. invok.A....sor op.ration-ch.ck outpotVari.bl.—riskA.....a.nt

p.rtn.rLink.......or portTyp.—.ns : riskA.....a.ntFr
<targst link a..r.c.iv.-to—a...../>
<.ourc. lmnkNa.a..s..—to—..tII..s.gs

tr.n.itionCondit1onbpv. :g.tvari.blscata( 'rlskAas..as.at', risk' )—'lov' 1>
<.ourc. linkJss.—s...s.—to—.pprovar

tran.itionCondition.hpvs:g.tV.risbl.Data('ri.kA.......nt', 'risk')l—'lov'/
</invok.)
<r.ply n...—r.ply op.ratica.approv. partn.rT.ink—cu.tos.r' portTyp.—pa. : lo.nApprov.]PT

varitbl._approvalInfo*>
<targ.t linklan...pprov.l—to—r.ply'l>
<t.rg.t linkNas.—"s.tM.s..g.—to—rsply/>

</rsply>
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<...ign na...a.ign>
<targ.t linkls-w.-to—s.tN.a.ag./>
<.OurC. linkNaa...tM...ag.—to—r.ply'/>
<copy>

<fro. .zpr...ion. '.pprov.d' />
<to partacc.pt vai.bl.—approvallnfo/>

<'copy>
</as.ign>
by>

<Iproc...>

B.2. Separate variability information

<?x,1 v.r.ion—'l.O •ncoding=9JTF-8?>
<,
SPEL Proc... D.finition
EdIt.d n.ing Activ.V.bflov(t.) D..ign.r v.raion 1.0.0 (http:/Ivw..ctiv.—.ndpoint..co.)

<proc... naa.—lo.nApprov.lProc... suppr...ioila.ilur.—7.. targstN.a..pac.—"kttp : I/ac... co.Iboanproc...ing"
za]na.http: //.ch...a .lao.p . orrjv./2003/03/buain...—proc.../
x1n. .pma—http : I/turi .orgl..rvic..Ilo.napprov.r
xaJ.na : azn.—http //tpuri . orglu.rvic../loanaa.s..or"
n.m. bpvs—"http : /I.ch..aa . x.l.o.p . org/v./2003/03/bu.in...-proc.../
xa1a : ln.—http: //loan,. org/v.dl/loan-.pproval
xina boad.t.http //t..puri .oraj.srvic.s/loand.finitjona
xalna : z.d."http: I/way .v3 . org/2001/XMLScb..a'

vxbc.l.http //,xbp.l .rug. org>
<partn.rLinka>

<partn.rLink .yRol..pprov.r ii e—cu.to..r partn.rLinkTyp.—'ln, boanApprov.lLinkTyp.'/>
<partn.rLink n.a.—.pprov.r" partnerLinkTyp.—.na : bo.nApprovalLinkTyp. partn.rfiol.—.pprov.r°I>
<partn.rLink n.—a,s,s.0r partnerLinkTyp.—1na ri.kAa......ntLinkTyp. partn.rRol..a....or/>

</partn.rLinks>
<v.riabl..>

<variabl. ....ag.Typ.—loand.f : cr.ditlnforaatienlls..ag. n.a..r.qu..t°/>
<vriabl...ssagsTyp.asn_s:ri.kAa..s...ntN...ag. n.—ri.kAa.......t/>
<variabi. ..ssag.Typ.—apn. .pprovaijl....g. nn.—.pprov.]info/>
<variabl. .an.ag.Typ.—1o.nd.f : boa A.qu.atErrorIIsu.. n....rror/>

</v.riabl..>
<faultHandl.r.>

<catch faiiltl.....pn. boanProc...Fau1t fanltV.riabl.—.rror>
<r.ply faultNa—.pn. boanProc...Fault op.ration—.pprove p.rtn.rLink—cuato..r

portTyp.—apn. : boanApprovalpT v.ri.bl.—arrer/>
</catch>

<If aultH.ndl.r,>
<fbov>

<link.>
<link na..—r.c.ivs—to—approvar/>
<link na..'r.c.iy.—to—a...an/>
<link na..-approv.l-to—r.ply/>
<link na..—'as...u—to—..th....g./>
<link nan.°a...an—to—.pprov.1/>
<link na..—..tfl...ag.—to—r.plyI>

<funk.>
<r.c.iy. cr.at.jn.t.nc.—yan n...—r.c.iv.i op.ration—".pprov. parto.rLink—"cu.to.u

portTyp..apo. : boanlpproy.lpr vriabl.—r.qu..t>
<.ourc. liDkls—r.csiv.—to—approval

traanitionCondition—bpv. :g.tVariabl.Data( r.qu.st', 'aaount ' )&gt —10000/>
<.ourc. linkI...—y.c.jy.—to—aa.,..

tranaitionCendition—bpv. :g.tV.riablsData( 'r.qu..t', '..ount )&lt; 10000/>
</r.c.iv.>
<invok. inputVariabl.—r.qu..t naa..invok..pprover op.zatias—.pprov. outputVaxiab1s—approv.lIitro

partn.rLink—.pprov.r portTyp.—.pn. : boanApprov.1PP>
<targ.t linkI.—r.c.iv.—to-.pprov.l/>
<targ.t ltnklw-....a.-to-.pprev.r/>
<uourc. linklw—approv.1-to—r.ply•/>

<Iinvok.>
<invok. inputV.ri.bin—r.qn..t n.invok.A.....or op.ration.ch.ck outpztVariabl..ri.kA.....a.nt

partn.rLink—"a.a...or portTyp..aan. : ri.kAa....a.ntPT>
<targut linkN—r.c.iy.—to—..../>
(.ourc.

tranaitia.Condition—bpwu :g.tV.ri.b1uata( 'ri.kA....n..nt', 'riak' ) —, bov />
<$ourc. bin 1.aa....—to—approv.1

transitionCondition—°bpv. :g.tV.riabl.Data( 'ri.kAu...a.nt' 'ri.k') f' bov'/>
</invok.>
<r.ply naa.—r.ply op.ration—approy. partn.rLink—cu.to..r portTyp.—apo. : lo.nlpprov.1PT

variabl.—'.pprovalmnfo>
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<target linkNa..—approvel—to-r.ply/>
<target linkla..—a.tM.saegs-to—r.ply/>

C/reply>
<assign na..—asaign>

<target linklan.asa.ss-to—s.tPlesaag./>
<aourc. linklas.—s.tM..aag.—to—r.ply/>
<copy>

<fro. •xpression 'approv.d' 'I>
<to p.rt—accept variabl..approvalInfoV>

C/copy>
C/an. ign)

<If low)

<vxbpel : VeriabilityConfigurationlnloraation)
<vxbpul :VariatiouPothta>

<vxbp.l :VariationPoint naa.—VP1 path—Vproc.aa/flov/invok. Lan.—' invok.Aza.anor '1 >
Cvxbp.1 : Variant.>

<vxbpel Variant nese—defanlt>
<vxbp.l VPBp.iCod.>

<invoke inputVariable—"requeat naa.invokeAs...sor op.ration—cb.ck
outputy.riable—riskAaaessa.nt partnartink.aasesaor
portTypeaana riakAs..aaa.ntPT>

<target linkiIo..r.c.iv.—to—aaa.s./>
<sourc. linkNa.e—ansasa—to—a.tM..sag.

tz-anaitionCondition—"bpva :g.tVariabl.Data('riakkaae.aaent, ri.k')—'lov' />
<aourc. lthk)Iaa.—aas.aa-to-approvaP

tranaitionCondition.bpws :getVariabl.Data( 'riakkaae...ent'.
C/invoke>

</vxbp.l : VPBp.lCod.>

</vxbp.l :Variant>
<vxbp.l :Variant naas—alt.rnativ.i>

<vxbp.l VPBp.lCode>
<a.quenc. naa.aequanc.>

<target linkNaae.r.c.ive—to—aequanceV>
<source linklaae—eequence—to—a.tPI.aaag.

transitionCondition—bpwa:getVariabl.Data('riakA.a.aaaent', 'risk')—'low' />
<source linkNaa.—.equenc.—to—approval

tranaitionCondition—bpra:g.tVari.bleData('riakAsa.aaaent'. 'riak)—'low'/>
C!—— Cod. her. to copy contents of original requset a.aaag. to approva3j.qu.at variable.
-—>

<assign nasecopyi>
<copy>

Cf ra. .xpr.ssion 'R.qu.st for approval'V>
<to partnotea variable_approvall.qu.at*/>

C/copy>
</asaign>
<invoke inputVarisble—.pprovalkequeat nsae- invok.An.essor op.ration.'chack

outputYeriabl..ri.kAssee.a.nt" partnerLink*assesaor
portTyp.anoa :riakAsa.ssa.ntPr>

C/invoke>
</aequ.nc.>

</vxbp.l :VPBpelCod.>
</vxbp.l : Variant>

</vxbpel :Variants>
</vxbp.l :VariationPoint'

</vxbp.l :VariationPoints>
<vxbp.l : ConfigurableVariationPointa>

<vxbp.l :Configurabl.VariationPoint id-CVPI d.faultVariant—delault>
<vzbp.l Rational.>

<I-— Her. inforaation ahould be put that .xpla.ins the goal of this VP
and what consequences configuring this VP has.
This inforaation could be focal or infor.al. Fornal inforation
would allow aut000.ous or autoaatic configuration. -->

</vxbp.l Rational.>
<vxbp.l : Variants>

<vzbp.l :Variant nasedefault>
C!—- The nsa. of the variant 1. now identical to the variant nsa.. of the

associated VP.. Thia is not assused to alwaya b. the cane.
<vxbp.l :Varisntlnfo>

C!-— Inlor.atioo is put here that pertains only to thia variant. ——>
</vzbp.i : Variantlnio>
Cvxbp.l RequiredConf igurat ion>

Cvxbp.l : VPoices>
<vxbp.l :VPQoic. vpna..links variant—d.fault/>
<vzbpel : VPhoic. vpue—to—invoke—approval variant—defaultV>
<vxhp.1 VPboic. vpno.s—VP1 variantdafault/>
<vxbpel : VPchoice vpnaa..to—.etNeasag. variant—d.fault/>

</vxbp.l VPCooic.s>
</vxbpel :R.quir.dConf igurat ion>

</vzbpel :Variant>
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<vxbp.l :V.ri.nt nans—alt.rnativ.1 >
<vzbp.1 :Vsri..ntlnio>

C!-- ..pty for nov. -->
</vzbp.l :V.riantlnfo)
<vxbp.l :R.quir.dConhiguration>

(vxbp.l :VPhoican>
<vxbp.l : VPoic. vpn..vari.hl.. vari..nt—.1t.rnativ.1 /)
<vzbp.l : VPQoic. va..—linki vriant—alt.rnativ.l'/>
<vxbp.l :VPoic. vpan..—to-invok.—.pproval v.riant—alt.rnativ.1 1>
<vxbp.l :VPQioic. vpnan.—VPI vsri.nt—.lt.rnativ.1/>
<vxbp.l :VPoice vpnan.—to—..tII...ag. vriant—.lt.rnativ.1/>

</vxbp.l : VPQoic..>
</vzbp.l : Rsquir.dconl igurat ion>

</vxbp.l : Variant>
</vzbp.l : Vari..nt.>

</vxbp.l :Configur.bl.VariationPoint>
<Jvxbp.l :Configurabl.V.riationPointa>

</vxbp.l Variabilttyconfigurationlnfor.ation>

C/proc...>

B .3. Inline variability information

<?xsl v.r.ion—l.0 •nco4ing—trrF-8?>
C!——

BPS. Proc... Difinition
Edit.d using Lctiv.V.bflov(ta) Donign.r v.r.ion 1.0.0 (http://vw.activ.—.ndpoint..cos)
——>

<!—— This f ii. has ad.d.d vsri.bility inlornation as.d.d for th. S.CSE proj.ct. It was add.d inlin.. -—>

<proc... ass.—loanApprovalProc... .uppr...JoinFaiiur..y.. t.rg.tN.a..pac.—http //acs. . co./loanproc...ing
xslns=bttp //.ch.aa. .zsl.oap. org/v./2003/03/bu.in...—proc.asP
anion:apns—http : //tpu.ri . org/..rvic../loanapprov.r
anlna : aans—http : //t..puri . org/..rvic../losnss....or
xsln. : bpv."http : //.ch.sas . an.oap . org/v./2003/03/busin...-proc.../

lns—http : I/loans. org/v.d1/lo.n-approval
anlns:lo.nd.f—http://t..puri .org/s.rvic.s/lo.nd.finitions
mm. : x.d—http://wv .v3 . org/200 1/IXL3ch..a

vbp.l—http //vxbp.l . rug.org>
<p.rtn.rLink.>

<psrtn.rLink .yRol.—.pprov.r nas.—cuztc..r psrtn.rLinkryp.—ln. loanApprov.iLi.kTyp./>
<p.rtn.rLink n.on—'approvsr p.rtn.rLinkTyp.—lnp : lo.nApprov.lLinkTyp. partn.rRo1..pprov.r/>
<partn.rtink nan.—a5....or partn.rLinkTyp.—lna : ri.kAa......ntLinkTyp. p.rtn.rRol.—a.s...or/>

</p.rtn.rLink.>
<variabl.s>

<variabl. a..aagsTyp.—loand.f cr.ditlnforaationll...ag.Alt.rnativ." nm.—approvaiR.qu.at/
<v.riabl. •..s.g.Typ.—lo.nd.f : cr.ditlnfor.ationll...ag. nss.—r.qu..t/>
<variabl. a.asagsTyp.—".sn. : ri.kAaa..sonntN.s.ag. nan.—ri.kAs...aonnt/>
<varl.bl. on.s.g.Tp.—.pn. : .pprov.1M...ag. oaa.—approv.iInfo/>
<variabl. on..ag.Typ.—loand.f : los .qu..tErrorIIs.asg. nss.—srror/>

C/v.ri.bl..>
CfaultHandl.r.>

<catch fauitI..jsi. : losnProc...Pault faultVari.bl.—.rror
<r.ply faultl.=.pos: loanProc.a.Fauit op.ration—.pprov. p.rtn.rLink—cu.tos.r

portTyp.—.pns :loanApprov.IPT vsri.bl.—.rror/>
</catch>

<If .nitHandl.r.>
<flow)

<links>
<link naa.r.c.iv.-to-.pprova1/>
<link n..—r.c.jy.—to—a...g./>
<link
<link naa..ass...-to-approv.1/>
<link naon—rsc.iv.—to—..qu.nc./>
<link n.......qu.nc.—to—..tJI.s..g./
<link naa...qu.nc.—to—.pprovai/>
<link nan.-approv.1-to-r.ply/>
Clink na....stN.s..g.—to—r.ply/>

C/link.>
<r.c.iv. cr.atsIn.t.nc.—y.. na..—r.c.iv.1 op.ration.pprov. p. tn.rtlnk cuato..r

pyppon : lo.nApprov.1PT vri.bl.r.qu..t>
<.ourc. link1.a.—r.c.iv.—to—approv.1

tr.nsitionCondition—bpv. g.tVari.bl.Data( r.qu.st'. ount )&gt ;—10000/'
<.ourc. linkj.on—rsc.iy.—to—a.s...

tranaitionCondition—bpw. g.tVsri.bl.Data( 'r.qu..t' • anount )klt ; I0000V>
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</r.c.iv.>
(invok. inputVa .bl..'r.qu.st' nas. invok.approv.r' op.rations'approv.' outputVariebl..'approv.lInfo'

partn.rLink.'approver' portTyp.—'apns loanApprovaiPT'>
<target linklen..'r.c.ive—to—approval 'I>
<target linkNas..'aee.es-to-approval'/>
<target linkNaae.'aequ.nce—to—approvel'/>
(source ltnkIaae.'.pproval—to-reply'/>

<Invoke>
<I-- The current way of notation would Sean breaking the SPEL foreat - a. us.upported tags ar. ignored

along with their children (Section 6.3 in the VS-BPS. Draft). However, an ISLT tranaforaation
should yield valid SPEL again. -->

<vzbpel :VariatienPoint na..—'VPi'>
<vxbp.l : Variant.>

(vxbpel :Variant naae—'d.fault>
<vxbp.l :VPBpe1C04e)

<invoke inputYariable.'request' na.e.'invok.Ase.seor' operation.'ch.ck'
outputVariable."riskA.s..sa.nt' partnerLink.'a...ssor'
portlyp...'a.ns: rtskAssesa..ntPT'>

(target linkja.e."receive-to—a.seas'/)
<aourc. lincNa.e.a.seas—to-s.tM.saage

transitionCondition.'bpva getVariableData( 'riakAas.ssa.nt' • 'rink').' low",>
<source linkNa.e—'assesa—to—approval'

tranaitionCondition—'bpve:g.tVariableData('riekAsaessa.nt', 'risk') I—'low"I>
(/invoke>

</vxbpel :VPBp.lCode>
</vxbpel :Variant>
<vxbpel :Variant naa..'alt.rnativel'>

<vxbpel VPBpelCod.>
<aequ.nc. nas..'s.quence'>

<target linkla.e—'receive-to—sequ.nc.'/>
(source linklene.'sequence—to-setNe.aag.'

transitionCondition—'bpwa:g.tVarlableData('riskAaa.ss.ent', 'riak')—'low"/>
(source linkNaae'sequence-to-approval

tranaitionCondition.'bpva:getvariableData('riskAsaessaent'. 'riek')—'lov"/>
<I-- Cod. her, to copy contents of original request aessage to approva].Bsqu.st variable.

<asaign na.e.'copyl'>
(copy>

<f roe expression.' 'R.quest for approval'•!>
(to pat—'notes' variable.'approvaJJlequ.at'/>

(/copy>
</assign)
<invoke inputVariable.approvalR.quest' na.e—' invokeAsseeeor' operatian.'cb.ck'

outputVariable.'riskAs.ess.ent' partn.rLink.'aaae.sor'
portType='asns : riakA.sess.entPT'>

(unyoke>
(/sequence>

(/vxbp.l : VPBp.lCode>
(/vxbpel :Variant>

(/vxbp.l Variants>
</vxbp.l : VariationPoint>
<reply nen.reply' operation-'approve partnerLink.'custoaer' portType..'apns: loanApprovalPl

varisble.'approvallnfo'>
<target linkls.e.'approval—to—reply'/>
(target linkJaae—'..tflseeage—to—reply'I>

(/reply>
(assign na.e.as.i$fl'>

<target linkJaae.'assess—to—satfle..age/>
(target linkNe's.quence—to-s.tNe.sag.'/>
<source linkla.e—'setMess.g.—to—reply'I>
<copy>

(fro. expression.' 'approved"!>
(to part.'accept variable.'approvallnfo' I>

</copy>

</aseign)
<Iflov>

(vxbpel :VariabilityConfigurationlnforwation>
<vxbp.l :Configurabl.VariatiocPoints>

vxhpel :ConligurableVariationPoint id.'CVPl' d.faultVariaat'd.fault'>
<vxbpel Rationale>

<!-- Here inforwation should be put that explain, th, goal of this VP
and what consequences configuring this VP ha..
This inforwation could be foraal or inforwal. Foreal inforeation
would allow autono.ou, or auto.atic configuration.

</vxbpel : Rationale>
(vxbp.l : Varisnte>

cvxbpel :Varient naa..'default'>
<!-- Tb. na.. of the variant is now identical to the variant nsa.s of the

a.aociated VP.. This ia not a,sus.d to always be the case.
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<vzbp.1 :Variantlnfo>
(i— Inforuation is put bar. that p.rtaina ouly to this variant. -—>

</vxbp.1 :Variantlno>
<vibp.1 : R.quir.dConf iguration>

<vxbp.1 :VPboic.s>
<vxbpul : VPcoic. V .—•VPI variantd.fau1t"/>

</vxbpsl : VPoic.a>
</vxbp.1 :R.quir.dconi iguration>

</vxbp.1 Variant>
(vzbp.1 Variant n.—1t.ruativ.1>

(vxbp.1 :Variantlnfo>
<!—- s.pty for now. -—>

</vxbp.1. :VariantInlo>
(vxbpul :R.quir.dConfiguration>

<vxbp.1 VPboican>
<vxbp.1 : VPhoic. vpnaa..VP1 variant—".1t.rnativs1/>

(/vzbp.i :VPoic.n>
</vxbp.1 :R.quir.dCoof igurat ion>

</vxbp.1 : Variant>
</vxbp.1 : Variant,>

/vzbp.1 : Configurabl.VariationPoint
</vxbp.1 : Configurabl.VariationPoints>

</vzbp.1 VariabilityConfigurationlnforaation>
</proc.a.>
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C.1. Loan approval example

<?xal v.r.ion— 1.0 .ncoding—fTF—8?>
<I——

Variable BPEL Proc... Definition
Edited iro. a aaapl. for Activ.BPEL

<proc... n.a.loanApprovalProc..a auppr..aJoinFailurey.a tarptla...pac.—http : //ac*. co./loanproc...ing
xaln.—bttp : //acho.ag anl.oap orglw./2003/03/buaineaa—procea./

apna—thttp: //t..puri oraJa.rvic../lo.napprov.r
anlns : azna—http: //t..puri orrja.rvic../lo.naa....or
xaln. : bpvs—Thttp: I/ache.... xalaoap. org/v./2003/03/buain.s.-proc.a./
zalne : lna—"http: I/loan.. org/v.dl/loan-approval
xa].n. :loand.f."http://t.apuri .org/eervic.a/loandefinitiona*
anin. : x.d—http I/wv. org/2001/XML.Sche.e vain.: vxbp.lhttp : //vxbpel ru org
vain. :n.l.'http: //encrypt ionPLT
laina : enc.http: //teapuri org/..rvic../encryptionServic.>

<partn.rLinks>
<p.rtn.rLink ayRol.—approver naa.cuato.er" p.rtn.rLinkTyp.—lna : loankpprov.J.LinkTyp.V>
<partn.rlink nnee—• approv.r partn.rlinkrype—"ln. : loanApprovaiLinkTyp.' partnerRo1.—approv.r/>
<partnerLink na..aaa.aaor pertn.rlinkTyp.—ln. : riakAu..saentLinkTyp. patn.rRole—ia.a.or/>
<p.rtnerLink naa.—encryptionS.rviceLinkTyp.' partn.rLinkTyp.—na1 : .ncryptionS.rvic.LinkTyp.

partn.rRol.—.ncryptionV>
</partn.rLinka>
<veriab]..>

<variable a..aag.Type—loand.f : cr.ditlnloraationl1...ag. ne..."requeetV>
<variable aeaa.g.Typ.—aans : ri.kL.....a.ntN...ag. naa.—ri.kAz..aaa.nt/>
<variable a.ssag.Type—apn. : approvail1e..age naa..approvallnfoV>
<variable a.a.ag.Typ.—apn. : approva1Nes.ag. naae—encryptedApprovaiInfo/>
<variable .e..ag.Typ.—loandef : loanfiequ.atErrorM....g. naae—error/)
<variable ..s.ageType—enc :decryptR.quest naa.—d.cryptReque.t1>
<variable aea.ageType—enc :decryptR..pona. naae-'d.cryptR.apon..V>

</variable.>
<fauitHandlera>

<catch fauitN.a.—apns : loanProcesaFauit fauitVariable.rror>
<reply faultlaa..apna : loanProceaaFault op.ration—epprove pertn.rLinkcuato.er

portType.'apna: loanApprovaiPr vari.bl.—error/>
</catch>

<If auitHandier.>
<flov>

<link.>
<link naae-rec.iv.-to-approvar/>
<link naae.r.ceive-to—a..ea./>
<link nane—decrypt-to-approvaP/>
<link na.e—d.crypt—to—a...../>
<link na.e—'approval-to—r.ply/>
<link naa..approval-to—r.ply-1V>
<link naae—aa.ea.—to—.etM..aage/>
<link naaeaa...a—to—..tN.aaage—l/>
<link naaeaz.ea.-to-approvai/>
<link naeaz..as-to-approvai-l/>
<link naaeaetM.a.age-to—reply/>
<link naae—a.tNesaage-to—reply—1/>

</link.>
<vzbpel :VariationPoint naaereceive>

<vzbpel : Variant.>
<vxbpel Variant naa.—"defauit>

<receive createlnstance—ye. naae—receivei' operation—"approv. partnerLink— cuato.er
portlype—apna : loanlpprov.IPT variable—requeat>

<aource linkJaae.rec.ive—to—approvaP
transitionConditionbpva :getvariableflata( 'request', 'ount ' )&gt;10000/>

<source linkN..r.c.ive—to-azae..
transitionCondition—bpva:g.tVariableData( request' • aaount')&lt; 10000V>

</r.c.iv.)
</vzbpel : Variant>
<vxbpel : Variant naae".ncryption'>

<aequenc.>
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<r.c.iv. cr..t.Inat.nc.—y.. na.—r.c.iv.Enc op.rstion—lpprov. partnsrLink—cu.to..r
portTyp.—apna :lo.nApprovalPT vsriabl.—r.qo..t>

</r.c.iv.>
<.ign)

<copy,

<fro. p.rt.ftratlo.. variabl.—r.qu.stV)
<to p. t.fir.tNo.. v.riab1.—d.cryptR.qu.at/>

<'copy>
<cop1>

<fra. patno.. v.ri.bl..r.qu..tV>
<to p.rtno.. varlabl.—d.cryptR.qu..t/>

<'copy,
<copy>

<fro. p.rt—" ..ount variabl.—r.qu..t'/>
<to p.rt—000t v.riabl.—d.cryptMqu..t/>

<'copy>
</.aiign)
<invok. lop itVari.bl.—d.cryptR.qu.st nM.—'d.cryptMc.iv. op.ration—d.crypt

out utVaria 1.-d.crypt..pon.. partn.riink—.ncryptions.rvic.LinkTyp.
portTyp.—".nc : EncryptionW.bS.rvic.>

</invek.>
<aourc. 1inkJan.d.crypt-to—approva1"

tran.itionCondition—bpiis:g.tVariabl.Data( 'd.cryptR.spona.',
cr.ditlnfor.ationN..sag.', 'cr.ditlnforntionlks.ag./asount ' )&gt i0000I>

<.ourc. likIaM—d.crypt—to—az..s.'
tran.itionCondition.'bpvs : g.tVsriabl.Dat.( 'd.cryptR..pon..',
cr.ditInfor.atioo1..sag.', 'cr.ditlnforsationN.s.ags/o.ount ')&lt 10000V>

</s.qu.nc.>
<Ivxbp.1 :Variant>

</vxbpsl Variant.)
</iibp.1 : VariationPoint)
<vxbp.1 VariationPoint n&s..'approvsr'>

<zbp.1 Variant.>
<vzbp.1 :V.riant nan.—d.fault>

<invok. nputVariabl.—r.qu.st nas.— thvok.approv.r op.rationapprovs
outpitVarl.b1.—.pprova1Info p.rtn.rLink.approv.r portTyp..p.. : lo.nApprovslPT>

<targ.t linkila..—'r.c.iv.—to-approval"I)
<targ.t linkNa.."a.ian.—to—approval'/>
<sourc. 1ikJaanapprova1-to-r.p1y/>

</invok.>
</vxbp.l :Variant>
<vzbp.1 Variant no..—'ancryption>

<invok. inputVariabl.—r.qu.st n.— invok.approv.r op.ration—approv.
outputVariabl.—approv.lInfo p.rtn.rLiok—approv.r portTyp.—apos : 1o.nApprov.1fl>

<targ.t 1inkNa..—d.crypt—to—approva1'/>
<targ.t linkJo..a1a.as—to—approval—P/>
<.ourc. linklaan—approv.1-to—r.ply—1/>

</invok.>
<fvxbp.]. :Vari.nt>

</vxbpsl :Variants>
</vxbp.1 : VariatiooPoint>
<vzbp.1 : V.rlationPoint n...a...s.or>

<vxbp.1 : Variant.>
<vzbp.1 : Variant nand.fau1t>

<invok. thpitV.riab1.—'r.qu.st nan.— invok.Aas.ssor" op.ration- ch.ck
outputV.riabl.—'ri.kA.s.as..nt p.rtn.rLink—aa..s.or" portTyp.—aan. : riskA.a..s..ntPT>

<targ.t linkN...—r.c.iv.—to—ass.s. 1>
<sourc. tin Nw—aan...—to-..tM.ssag.

tran.itiooCondition—bpva :g.tVariableD.t.( 'ri.kAas.ss..nt', 'risk')— 'ba' 1>
<.ourc. binkWss.—'aansss-to-.pproval

trsn.itionCondition—bpv.:g.tV.riabl.Dat.('riskkss.amnt'. 'risk')I.'low"/>
</invok.>

</vxbp.1 : Variant>
<vxbp.1 :V.riant no..-.ncryption'>

<invok. inputVariabl.—rqu..t na..—iovokeAaa.s.or' op.ration.ch.ck
outputVsriabl.—riakA.s.....nt partn.rLink—aas.s.or portTyp.aans : rlskAan...a.ntP1>

<t..rg.t bJnkIo.s—d.crypt—to—as....I>
<sourc. IinkJass—aausss—to-s.tP.aaag.—l

tranaitionConditionbpvs :g.tVariabl.Data( 'riskAass.s..nt', 'risk')—'bov"I>
<sourc. linkNane—.a....-to-approval—1

tran.itioncondition.'bpva :g.tVsriabl.D.ta( 'riakA....s..nt' • 'risk')—' ba' 'I>
</invok.>

<Ivzbp.1 :V.risnt>
</vxbp.1 Variants>

</vxbp.1 :VariationPotnt>
<vxbp.1 :VariationPoint na...rsply>

<vxbp.1 Variant.>
<vxbp.1 :Variant na..—d.fault>

<r.ply na..—r.piy op.ration—.pprov. partn.rLink—cu.to..r portTyp.—.pns: bo.nApprovalPT'
variabb.—'.pprovallnfo>
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<target 110 l.approval_to_r.piyd/>
<targ.t linkNa.e...tM...ags—to—r.ply/>

</r.ply>
<Ivxbç.l :Variant>
<vxbpel Variant na..—.ncryption>

<reply na..—r.ply op.ration.approv. p.rtn.rLink—cuato..r portTyp...pna loanApprovalPT
vari.b1.—.pprov.lInfo>

<targ.t linkl..approv.l—to—r.p1y—i/>
<target linkJIean—.tPI...ag.—to—r.ply—1/>

</r.ply>
</vxbp.i Variant>

</vzbp.l Variant.>
</vxbp.i :V.riatioaPoint>
<vxbp.l : VariationPoint naanaaeign>

<vzbp.1 : Variant.>
<vxbp.l Variant na..—d.fault>

<aesign ne...—as.ign>
<target linkl....—"an....-to—..tRa..ag./>
<.ourc. linklau.—.etM..aagn-to—r.ply"/>
<copy>

<frau •xpr...ion— .pprov.d' />
<to part.acc.pt variabl.—.pprov.lInlo/>

<'copy>
</au.ign>

</vxbpel :V.riant>
<vzbp.l :Vari.nt nae.ncryptian>

<aaeign n.a.—a..ignl>
<target linkla...ae....—to—e.tM...age—1/>
<source lthk$aan—astlIs.sag.—to—r.ply-1/>
<copy>

<frau expr..sion.approv.d"/>
<to part-acc.pt variabl.—epprovalinlo/>

<'copy>
</aa.ign>

</vxbpel :Variant>
</vzbp.l Variant.>

</vxbp.l :VariationPoint>
<If low>

<vzbpei : Vari.bilityconf igurationInfor.ation
<vxbp.l :Configurabi.YariationPoint.>

<vxbp.l :Conligurabl.VariationPoint id."encryption" d.fauitVeriant—'un.ncrypt.d>
<vxbp.l Na..>

Encryption .ch
</vxbp.i : Na..>
<vxbp.l : Rational.>

It is pos.ibl. to configure th. loan approval proc... to support encryption.
</vxbp.i Rational.>
<vzbp.l : Variant.>

<vzbp.i : Variant na..un.ncrypt.d")
<vxbp.i : Variantlni a>

Infornation is r.c.iv.d un.ncrypted.
<lvxbp.l : Variantlnfo>
<vxbp.l :Requir.dConfiguration

<vzbp.l : VPchoic..>
<vxbp.l :Vpchoic. vpnaa.—r.csiv. variant-'d.fault/>
<vxbp.l :VPboic. vpnaa.=approv.r variant.d.fault/>
<vxbp.l :Vpchoice vpna..—es....or vari.nt—d.fault/>
<vxbp.i:Vpchoic. vpna.e—r.piy variant—d.iault/>
<vxbp.1 : VPVhoic. vpnas.—as.ign" variant'd.fauitV>

</vxbp.l :VPhoic..>
</vzbp.l R.quir.dConfiguration>

</vzbp.l Variant>
<vzbp.l :Variant na.e—encrypted>

<vzbpei : Variant Info>
Inforuation .ili be decrypted alter receipt. The cu.toa.r'. privacy i. better protected
this way.

</vzbp.l :Variantlnfo>

<vxbpel : RequiredConf igurat ion'
<vzbp.1 :Vpchoic..>

<vzbpel :VPchoic. vpoaaer.ceiv. variantencryption/>
<vxbpel :VPchoic. vpca....approver varient.ncryption"/>
<vxbp.l : VPboice vpn...—anseeeor" variant—encryption/>
<vxbp.l :VPboic. vpn.aereply variant—sncryptionV>
<vzbp.i : VPchoic. vpna.eaz.ign variantencryption/>

</vzbp.l : VPoic.e>
</vxbp.l :R.quir.dConfiguration)

</vxbpel Variant>
</vxbpei Variant.>

</vzbpel :Configurabl.VariationPoint>
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</vzlip.1 Coal igur.bl.VsriationPoifltl)
C/vxbp.1 :V.riabilitlCoaligurationlnforaatlofl>

<'Proc.'.>

C.2. Process consistency (1)

<?x.1 v.r.Ion1.O .nco4ingLflF—8?>

Variabis BPEL Proc... D.finition
Edtt.d Ira. a ...pl• for Activ.BPEL

<proc... naae.loankpprovalProC•B1 .ppr...JoinPalur.7.1
targ.tN....pac.http /Iaa.. co./loanproc.iSiDg
xa1nshttp //ich..aa x.lso.p orcva/2OO3/O3/biain.aaproc.S./

apaahttp : //tu.puri org/..rvic../lo.napprovsr
IRIDI :a.n..http://t..piiri .orgJ..r1c..I1oarASa.aBOr
zalna : bpw.http : //achu.as zalsoap org/va/2003/03/buain.saprocsSu/*
xa).ns: 3.na-http :1/loans. org/vadl/lo.n-approval'
anina : lo.nd.f —http : I/t..puri . org/..rvic../loand.finitiOfl.

x.d."http: //vvw .v3 org/2OOl/IflLSch.aa x.lns : vxbp.l—http: //vzbp.l . rug. org"
sam. :nsl.http: //.ncryptionPLT x.Ins: .nc.http: lits.purl .org/s.rvic../sncryptiOflS.rViCe">

partn.rLink.>
<partn.rLink ajRol.—approv.r nas.-custa..r partn.rLikTypelas : loanApprov.lLinkType/>
<p.rtn.rLink nan.approv.r p.rtn.rLinkTyp.1ns : loanapprovaltinkTyps p.rtn.rf(ol..approv.r/>
<psrtn.rLink naes—aa...aor partn.rUnkTyp.lns : ri.kAas..sasztLinkTyps" p.rtasrftol..'as.s..or/>
<p.rtn.rLink na.—• .ncryptionS.rvic.LinkT7pe p.rtn.rLlnkTypena1 : .ncryptionS.rvicstinkType

p.rtn.rRol..ncryptiofl/>
</partnerlinks>
<variable.'

<variable typ."xad:lnt.ger n..iI>
<variable a...ag.Typ.loandef cr.ditlnf oraationM.a.age
<I —-<varlible ..aaag.Typ.asns : ri.kA....aaentMsi.ags na.."riakAa.easant 1>——>
<variable ...sageTyprapas : approval1I..aage ns....pprovallnfo"/)
<!——<variabl. esa.ag.Type—ap.is : approva3M.aa.gs a.."encryptedApprovallnfo/>>
<variable a.aaag.Typeloand.f loanfl.qu..tErrorMs..sge na..—.rror/>
<I——<variabl. a.a.ag.Typ.snc : d.cryptB.queet n.—d.cryptFt.quest'/>
<variable a..s.g.Typv.nc :d.cryptResponse a. decryptRe.ponse />-->

</variabl..>
<I aultHandl.ra>

<catch faultg.a._*apna : loanProc...Fault" faultVariabl..rror>
<r.ply f.u1tN..eapn.:loanProceIIFaU1t op.rationapprov. p.rtn.rtink'custa.er

portTypsapns : loanApprov.1PT v.riabl..'.rror/>
</catch>

<If aultH.ndl.r.>
<s.qu.nc.>

<r.csive cr.at.I stanc.y.. nS..r.c.ivel op.ratioaapprove p.rtn.rLinkcu.ta..r
portTyp.—ajms: loanlpprova]PT variabl.—r.qu.st>

</rec.iv.>
<assign nas.— init)

<copy'
<Ira. .presaionO/)
<to variabl.i/>

<'copy>
</.s.ign>
<whil. couditiou.bpvs:gstV.riableOsta('i') 0>

<vzbp.l :VariationPont naae—vp1>
<vxbp.1 : Variant.)

<vxbpsl :Variant na..—vpl .varl>
<..pty naar..pty/>

</vxbpel : Variant>
<vxbp.l:Variant naaa—vpi.var2>

<assign nes.br..kLoop>
<copy'

<Ira. .xpr..aion i1>
<to variablei/>

<'copy'
</assign)

</vxbp.1 : V.riant>
</vxbp.l : Variant.>

</vxbpsl VariationPoint>
</vhil.>
<.s.ign na..-1s.ign>

<copy>
<Ira. .xpr.s.ion— yes' V>
<to pert.acc.pt v.riabl.— approvallnlo/>

</copy>
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C.3. Process consistency (2)

<?xal vsra1on. 1.0 .ncoding—UTF-8?>
<I——

Variabl. BPEL Process D.finition
Edit.d frau a saspi. for £ctiv.BPy1

<process

C.3. Proc consistency (2)

</assign>
<reply nan.r.ply op. ation—approv. partn.rLinkcustau.r portTyp...apns : loanApprovalPT

variabl.approva1Info>
(/r.ply>

</s.qUanc.>

<vzbp.l : Variabilityconfigurationlnforuation>
<vzbp.l :Configursbl.VariatiooPoints>

<vxbp.l : Confgursbl.VariationPoint id1oop d.faultVarisnt.loop>
<vxbp.1 : Nas.'Looping</vibp.l Nsa.>
<vxbp.1 Rat iona].>This .pl...ntation can ha,. an iniinit. mop for tasting vh.th.r

running proc..... Sr. ..ff.ct.d . </vzbp.l :Rational.>
<vzbp.l : Variant.>

<vzbp.l :Varisnt naa.loop>
(ibp.l:VariantInJo>Proc..s loops for a v.z-y long ti...</vxbpsl:Varisntlnfo>
<vzbp.l :R.quir.dConfiguration>

<vxbp.l : VPhoic.a>
<vxbp.l :VPboic. vpnss..vp1 vsriant.vp1 . van

(/vxbp.l :Vpchoic.s>
</vxbpsl :R.quir.dConf igurat ion>

<Ivxbp.l : Variant>
(vxbp.l:Variant nasenoloop>

<vxbp.l :Vaniantlnio>Uo looping. <Ivxbp.l Varlantlnfo>
<vxbp.l :R.quir.dconfiguration>

<vxbp.l :VPoic.s>
Cvxbp.l :Vpchoic. V au.vp1 variant.vpi .var2/>

</vxbp.l :VPhoic..>
</vzbp.l : R.quir.dConfiguration>

</vxbp.l :Variant>
(/vxbp.1 Variant.>

</vxbp.l :Configursbl.VariationPoint>
</vxbp.l : Coal igurabl.VaniationPoint.>

</vxbp.l :Vari.bilityConfigurationlnforuation>
C/process>

naa._*loanApprovalProcess suppr.ssioinFilur.—y.s
targ.tNsu.spac.—http :1/ac... cc./loanproc.ssing
1nshttp: //schas .x.lsoap . org/vs/2003/03/bosin.ss-procsss/
x1ns : apns—http: //tsapuri . org/..rvic..Iloanapprov.r
xslns : asns—"http : //t.upuni . org/s.rvic.a/losnazssssor
xalns : bpvs."http: //schs.as . soap . org/v./2003/03/busins..-proc.s./
xalna : 1ns.9ittp :1/loans. org/sdliloan-approval
lns:loand.f.'http://t.upuri .org/s.rvic.s/loand.finitions
x1na xsdhttp: //ww . v3 . org/2001/XXLSch.ua x5ns : vzbp.l.http : //vxbp.l . rug. org
xlns na 1http: //sncryptionPLT yams: .nc—http : //t..upuri . org/s.rvic..I.ncryptions.rvic.>

<partn.rLinks>
<partn.rLink ayRol.—approv.r na..—cuatouer partn.rLinkTyp.—lns : loanApprovslLinkTyp./>
<partn.rLink nas..approv.r partn.rLinkTyp..lns : loanApprovalLinkTyp. psrtn.rRol..approv.r/>
<partn.rLiok n.s.—ass..sor partn.rLinkTyp.—lns : niskAas.ss..ntLinkTyp. partn.rRol.—ass.ssor/>
<partn.rtink naa.—ncryptionS.rv1c.LinkTyp. partn.rLinkTyp."ns1 : .ncryptionS.rvic.Lin_kTyp.

partnsrRol.—.ncryptionV>
</partn.rLinka>
<variable.>

<variabl. typ.."xsd : int.g.r nsa.—
<variabl. ...sag.Typ..loand.f : creditInforrationIoasag. nas—rsqu.stI>
<!——<,ariabl. ..ssag.Typ.—asna : riskAss.sasentM.sssg. na..—rlskAs..ss..nt/>——>
<variabl. s.ssag.Typ.—ap.a : approvalM.ssag. nas.—approvsllnfo/>
<!--<variabl. s..sag.Typ...spns : approva]JI.ssag. naas—.ncrypt.dApprovallnfo/>—->
<variable ...sag.Typ.—1o.nd.f : lonsRequ.stErrorM..sag." nsa.—.rror/>
<!--<varinbl. ..ssag.Typ.—.nc d.cryptR.qu.t nsa.—d.cryptR.qu.stI>
<variable s.sssg.Typ.—.nc : decryptR.spons." na..d.cryptR.spoas./>—->

C/variables>
<faultHandl.ra>

<catch faultNsa.—apns : loanProc.ssFault faultVariabl.-.rror>
<reply faultlw—apns : loenProc.ssFaulV op.ration—approv. partn.rLink—custau.r

portTyp.—apns : loanApprovs].PT varlabl.—.rror/>
</catch)

C/f aultHsnd]srs>
<s.quencs>
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<receive cr.at.In.tanc.—y..' naa.—r.ceiv.i' op.ration—approv. patn.rLink—cuato..r'
portTyp."apna loanApprovaiPT' variahl.—'r.qu..t>

</r.c.ive>
<assign fla.e inht>

<copy>
<frau .xpree.ion— 100000!>
<to variab1.i/>

<'copy>
</assign)
<vhil. condltion—bpva:getVariabi.Data('P)

<assign naae—d.cAsaign>
<copy,

<frau .xpr.asionbpvs:g.tVariabl.Data('i') — 1',>
(to variabl—i />

<'copy,
<lass ign)

</vhil.>
(vxbp.l :VariationPoint flea. vpi)

<vxbpel Variants>
<vxbp.l : Variant nau.—vpl van >

<assign na..—as.ignDefcult'>
<copy>

<frau .xpr.ssion 'p..' 'I>
<to partaccapt' variabl..approvallnfo/>

<'copy,
</a.sign)

<Jvxbpsl Variant>
<vxbp.l:Vaniant naa.—"vpi .ver2'>

<assign nea.—'a..ignDiff'>
<copy>

<frau •xpr...ion"y.. (elf f)"/>
<to part.'acc.pt' vani.blu—'approv.llnfo'/)

('copy,
</a..ign>

<lvxbp.l : Variant)
</vxbp.l Variant.)

</vxbp.l :VariatioaPoint>
<reply nase.'r.ply' op.ration—'approv.' partn.rLinkcu.toaer' portType—'apna loanApproveiPT'

v.niabl.—'approvallnfo'>
(/r.ply>

</s.qu.nc.>

<vxbp.l VariabilityCoof igurationlnforuatioo
<vxbp.1 :Configurabi.Variationpoint.>

<vxbp.1 :Configurabl.VaniationPoint id-a.aign dsfeultVariant.'y.s'>
<vxbp.l :Nau.>Loopingc/vxbp.1
<vxhp.l:Rational.>Thia iapl..sntation changes the as.igna.nt after a long loop to

se. if a running proc...' structure r.uains the as.. shin the
definition is chang.d. </vxbp.1 Rational.)

<vxbp.l : Variant.>
<vzbp.l:Variant naa..y..>

<vxbp.l:Vaniantlnfo>'yes' is assigned a. return value.<lvxbpel:Vsniantlnfo>
<vzbp.i :RequiredConfiguratian>

(vxbpel :VPhoic.a)
<vxbpel : VPhoic. vpnase—'vpl • v.riantvp1 . vani/>

</vxbp.1 :VPchoic.e>
</vxbpel :Requir.dConfiguration>

</vxbpul :Vaniant)
<vxbp.1 :Variant naae"no>

<vxbpel :VaniantInSo>A different valu, is returned. <lvxbpel :Variantlnlo>
<vxbp.l :Requir.dConfiguration>

<vzbpel :VPchoic.a)
<vxbp.l :Vpcbaic. vpnaa..'vpl variantvpi .vsr2V>

</vxbp.l VPoic.s>
</vxbpei : R.qulr.dConfiguration>

</vxbp.l : Variant>
</vzbp.1. :Variants>

</vxbp.l : Configurabl.VaniationPoint>
</vxbp.l :Configurabl.VariationPoint.>

</vibpel : VariabilityConfigurationlnforuation>
<lproc.as>

C.4. BPEL constructs

<?xsl version—' 10' encoding—9JTF—8'?>
<I——
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C.4. BPEL constructs

Yariabi. BPEL Proc... D.finition
Edit.d fm. a saipis for Activ.BPEL

<proc... nai."loanAppmov.lProc... .uppr...oinai1ur.y..
targ.tIa...pac..http://ac... co./1oanprocs..ing
m]nzhttp :I/.chai.a. . x.1.oap. org/v./2003/03/bu.in...—procs../

.pn..bttp : //t..puri . org/..rvic../lo.napprov.r
x.ina : ..n..http : //taipuzi org/..rvic../loana.....or
n.m. bpv.—"http : //.chaa . x.msoap. org/v./2003/03/bu.in...—proc.../
n.m. : ln.—http :1/loan.. org/v.dl/loan-.pproval
n.m. lo.M.f—"http : //tpuri .org/..rvic../lo.nd.finitio.a
n.m. : x.d.http :1/wv. v3 . org/2001/INLSch..a
x.ln. :vxbp.l—http://vxbp.1 .rug.org n.m. :n.1http://.ncryptionPLT
n.m. : .nchttp : //t..puri . org/s.rvic../sncryptionS.rvic.>

<partn.rLink.>
<partn.rLink .yRol.—approvar na..c.tc..r p.rtn.rtinklyp...1n. : losnAppromlLinkTyp./>
(p.rtn.rLink n.aiapprov.r partn.rLinkTyp.."ln. lo.nApprov.lLinkTyp. p.rtn.rRol.—"approv.rV>
<partn.rLink n...a.....or psrtn.rtinkTyp.—1n. ri.kM.....aitLinkTyp. p.rtn.rP.ol.—a.....or/>
<partn.rLthk n.n.—.ncryptionS.rvic.LinkTyp. p.rtn.rLinkTyp.."n.i :sncryptionS.rvic.LinkTyp.

partn.rRol...ncryption/>
</p.rtn.rLink.>
<v.riabl.a>

<variabi. ....ag.Typ.—1o.nd.f : cr.ditlnforaitionM....g. ns—r.qn..t/>
<variabl. .....g.Typ.ann. : ri.kA.......ntM...ag. n..s—r1.kAa......nt/>
<variabi. ....ag.Typ.—apn. : spprovalM...ag. nan..approv.lInfoV>
<variabi. ...sag.Typ.—apn. : appmov.3.1$...ag. nai..ncrypt.d1provslInSo/>
<variabi. .....g.Typ.—loand.f : lo.nR.qu..tErrorM....g.* n....rror/>
<v.riabl. ....ag.Typ.—.nc :d.cryptR.qu..t nai.—d.cryptR.qus.t/>
<variabl. n...ag.Typ.—.nc : d.cryptR..pon.. na.o."d.cryptR.spon../>

</variabl..>
<faultHandl.r.>

<catch fau1tI.—a. : loaiproc..sFault f.ultV.ri.bl..rmor>
<r.ply faultN...—.pn.:lo.nProc...Fault op.ration—approv. partn.rLiakcu.tcair

portTyp...".pn. : loankpprov.1PT v.riabls".rror/>
</catch>

</f aultHandl.r.>

<r.c.iv. cr.at.In.tanc.—yai namo—"r.c.iv.i" op.ration.pprov. p.rtn.rLink—cu.tc..r
portTyp...pns : lo.nApprcvalFr vari.bl..r.qu..t/>

<.witch na..svitch>

<ca.. condition 1—0.>
<vzbp.1 :V.riationPoint n..."YP1>

<vxbp.l :Varlant.>
<vxbp.l :Variant nai.—V.r1>

<a..ign nai.VPiVarV>
<copy>

<f mc. •xpr...ion."Ca..Varl' 1>
<to p.rtacc.pt variab1..pprovalInfo/)

</copy>
</a..ign>

(/vxbp.l :V.ri.nt>
<vxbp.1:V.riant n...Var2>

<a..ign na..-VP1V.r2>
<copy>

<ira. .xpr.ssion— 'Ca..Var2' />
<to part—acc.pt variable approv.lInfo/>

</copy>
</a..ign>

</vxbp.l :Vari.nt>
</vxbp.1 :V.ri.nt.>

</vxbp.l : VariationPoint>
<Ic...>

<oth.rwi..>
<vxbp.1 :VariationPotnt ua.e—VP2>

<vxbp.1 Variant.)
<vibp.l :Y.riant naaiVar1>

<a..ign naaiVP2V.r1>
<cop,>

<fros sxpr...ion Oth.rvi..Varl
<to p.rtacc.pt variabl.—approv1Info/>

</copy>
</a..ign>

</vxbp.l : Variant>
<vxbp.l :Vari.nt n.aiVar2>

<a..ign n.ai"VP2V.r2>
<copy>

<ira. .zpr...ion—" Otb.mvi..Var2 />
<to p.rt—acc.pt v.ri.bl.—appmovalInfoV>
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<'copy,
</iuign>

</vzbp.i : Variant>
</vxbp.1 Variant.>

<Ivxbp.i :VariationPoint>
</oth.rvi.s>

<I.vitch>
<r.ply naan—r.ply op.ration—.pprov. partn.riink.cu.to..r portTyp.—apna loanApprovalPT

variab1.—approvalInfo/>
</asqu.nC.)

<vxbp.i :VariIbi1ityConfigur.tionIn1oration>
<vxbp.1 : Configar.bl.VsriationPotnt.>

<vzbp.1 :Configur.bi.Variatioapoint id—ca..t.at d.ftultVariant—vari>
<vxbp.1 :Ra.>vpi</ubp.i : l.a.)
<vxbp.l :Rational.>T..ting 'caa.'</vxbp.l Rational.)
<vxbp.i :Variant.>

<vxbp.1 :Variant n.a.—vr1>
<vzbp.1 : VariantIno>nons</vxbp.l :Variantinfo
<vxbp.1 :R.quir.dConl igurat ion>

<vxbp.1 :VPoic..>
<vxbp.l :VPoic. vpan..—VP1 variantV.r1 />
<vxbp.1 :VPoic. vpana.—VP2 v.riant—Vari "I>

</vxbp.1 :VPQoic..>
</vzbp.i :R.quir.dco.figuratioa>

</vxbp.1 : Variant>
<vxbp.1 :Variant na..—v.r2>

<vxbp.i : Variantlnfonons •ithsr</vzbp.i : Variant mi a>
<vxbp.1 : R.quir.dConl igurat ion)

<vxbp.1 :Vpchoic..)
<vxbp.1 :VPchoic. vpua..YP1* variantVar2V>
<vxbp.1 : VPchoic. vpia...VP2 variant.V.r2V>

</vxbp.1 :VPQioic..>
</vxbp.1 : R.quir.dconf igurat ion>

</vzbp.i : Variant>
</vxbp.1 : Variant.)

</vxbp.i : Configurabi.Variationpoint>
</vxbp.i :Configurabl.VariationPointa

</vxbp.1 : VariabilityConfigurationln!oraation>
</proc...>
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D.1. Visitor pattern

This section briefly describes the Visitor pattern[8].

Suppose an application maintains a structure of objects. On each of the elements of this object
structure, a new operation needs to be defined in order to add a feature to this application. There
are many different elements in this structure, and each of these needs to be adapted to support
this new operation.

It is very costly to adapt the objects' definition for each operation that needs to be added, especially
if this happens often and the object structure itself does not change.

The Visitor pattern offers a solution for this. One defines a visitor object, that implements a
specific operation for each type of object that can possibly be in the object structure. This object
is passed to each of the elements in the structure, and when an element receives such a visitor,
it "accepts" the visitor by sending a request to this visitor that encodes its class. The element is
also included as an argument. The visitor then executes the operation which is associated to that
element class - the operation that would normally have to be implemented in the element's class.

For each operation that needs to be added, a visitor can now be defined which contains the
functionality that would normally be spread over all the elements.

For more details, see [8J.

D.2. Composite pattern

This section briefly describes the Composite pattern[8].

Suppose an application needs to manipulate objects which can either be singular objects or con-
tainer objects containing several of these singular objects. Each of these objects has similar
operations and need to be manipulated in a similar way, but code needs to treat singular objects
and container objects differently.

The Composite pattern describes how to define a recursive composition so this distinction need
no longer be made. The key to this pattern is an abstract class that represents both singular
and container objects and defines operations that are used by singular classes as well as container
classes.

Singular objects implement this interface and define the operations that are specific to them.
Container objects also implement this interface, but define operations that are specific to them as
well as the operations that are specific to singular objects. In the container objects, the operations
for singular objects are defined as calling this operation on each of the contained objects.

This allows the application to treat container objects in the same way as singular objects, and also
allows container objects to treat their children uniformly, be they singular or container objects.

This pattern is described in more detail in [8].
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E. File and package structure of VxBPEL's
ActiveBPEL engine adaptation

E.1. File structure

Figure E.1 contains the ifie structure of the ActiveBPEL engine source including VxBPEL's mod-
ifications.

E.2. Package structure

The package structure can be derived from the file structure in figure E.1, but figure E.2 shows
the package structure of the VXBPEL additions by itself.
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Figure E.1.: The file structure of the ActiveBPEL project with VxBPEL modifications. New

ifies and folders are depicted by a plus sign, modified ifies by an exclamation mark
surrounded by a circle. Folders and files that are unmodified are left out of this view.
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E.2. Package structure
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Figure E.2.: The package structure of the ActiveBPEL project with VXBPEL modifications. New

classes and packages are depicted by a plus sign, modified classes by an exclamation
mark surrounded by a circle. Packages and classes that are unmodified are left out
of this view.
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